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QFT of spacetime: what does it mean?

• spacetime = events and their geometric (& causal) relations

• QFT on spacetime = QFT of physical entities for given spacetime

(including perturbative QG, partially QFT of spacetime if backreaction is considered)

neglect fact that events =/= manifold points (due to diffeo invariance, have to be defined wrt dynamical fields)

QFT of spacetime = spacetime is fully dynamical
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• any non-perturbative QG theory is a QFT of spacetime, by definition

example: QG path integral

• non-perturbative QG = fully dynamical geometry = background-independence = no spacetime is fixed
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but spacetime topology is fixed, thus possible geometries are constrained

QFT of spacetime = both spacetime geometry and spacetime topology are dynamical



plus, maybe "QFT of spacetime" indicates (unconsciously) formulation in which we can still use most 

standard QFT techniques, e.g. perturbation theory, renormalization (with some notion of scale), and 

maybe also some sort of reference background for our dynamical fields (even if this cannot be spacetime)
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Quantum gravity = quantum theory of atomic constituents of emergent spacetime 

quantum theory of "new" non-spatiotemporal entities

continuum spacetime and geometric quantum observables 
reconstructed from collective quantum dynamics of 
"atoms of space"

• all GR structures and dynamics are to be approximately obtained (in relational language) at effective level

• not just emergent gravity; flat spacetime itself would be emergent, highly excited, collective state of "QG atoms"
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quantum spacetime as a (background-independent) quantum many-body system

extraction of spacetime and cosmology similar to typical problem in condensed matter theory 
(from atoms to macroscopic effective continuum physics)

• GR from "hydrodynamic" approximation of fundamental "atomic" quantum theory



QFT of spacetime with "standard" QFT language and dynamical topology alongside dynamical geometry has 
been proposed long time ago .....

plus, maybe "QFT of spacetime" indicates (unconsciously) formulation in which we can still use most 

standard QFT techniques, e.g. perturbation theory, renormalization (with some notion of scale), and 

maybe also some sort of reference background for our dynamical fields (even if this cannot be spacetime)

plus, can have in mind "emergent spacetime/gravity" scenarios, with continuum gravitational 
field and spacetime replaced by more abstract non-spatiotemporal (possibly discrete) entities

QFT of spacetime = QFT on only background allowed by "background independence of GR"

• available/allowed background structures in GR:

• spatial topology

• spacetime topology

• space of metrics (up to diffeos) + matterfield configurations = superspace

• signature

• local gage group (Lorentz)

QFT of spacetime: what does it mean?

QFT of spacetime = both spacetime geometry and spacetime topology are dynamical



3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes
S. Giddings, A. Strominger, '88

• canonical QG Hilbert space (solutions of canonical QG constraints)

globally hyperbolic topology, with given 
(e.g. spherical) spatial topology

• canonical quantum geometrodynamics

proper time gauge

• Wheeler-DeWitt operator analogous to Dalambertian on superspace, with DeWitt supermetric

see talk by Kiefer

Coleman, Banks, Giddings, Strominger, 
Caderni, Martellini, Rubakov, McGuigan, 
Klebanov, Susskind,.....,
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• gravitational path integral as "Feynman propagator" (Green function on superspace)

related discussion in spin foam context
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• issues motivating going beyond canonical geometrodynamics: 


• difficulties with canonical inner product (indefinite supermetric)


• suppression of cosmological constant via wormholes corrections
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globally hyperbolic topology, with given 
(e.g. spherical) spatial topology

• canonical quantum geometrodynamics

proper time gauge

• Wheeler-DeWitt operator analogous to Dalambertian on superspace, with DeWitt supermetric

see talk by Kiefer

• path integral can be defined for manifolds with spatial topology change

specifying matching conditions at junctions (ensuring that 4-geometries are counted only once)

• gravitational path integral as "Feynman propagator" (Green function on superspace)

related discussion in spin foam context
E. Livine, DO, '02; DO, '05; ....;... 
E. Bianchi, P. Martin-Dussaud, '21
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Coleman, Banks, Giddings, Strominger, 
Caderni, Martellini, Rubakov, McGuigan, 
Klebanov, Susskind,....., Marolf, Maxfield, .....

field on superspace (space of geometries, for given spatial topology)• canonical wavefunction promoted to 

3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes



Coleman, Banks, Giddings, Strominger, 
Caderni, Martellini, Rubakov, McGuigan, 
Klebanov, Susskind,....., Marolf, Maxfield, .....

field on superspace (space of geometries, for given spatial topology)• canonical wavefunction promoted to 

3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes

• action

topology-changing process
encoding matching conditions at junctionskinetic term = WdW operator
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field on superspace (space of geometries, for given spatial topology)• canonical wavefunction promoted to 

• quantum effective action

• quantum eqns of motion quantum corrected non-linear WdW eqn, including topology change

3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes
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topology-changing process
encoding matching conditions at junctionskinetic term = WdW operator
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• quantum theory can be studied perturbatively
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Z� =

Z
D'(q)e�S['(q)] =

X

M
A[M]

QG QUESTIONS GROUP FIELD THEORY RECENT RESULTS SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
Dφ e−S(φ) =

X

M

λVZM =
X

M

λV
Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT

7 / 36
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Coleman, Banks, Giddings, Strominger, 
Caderni, Martellini, Rubakov, McGuigan, 
Klebanov, Susskind,....., Marolf, Maxfield, .....

field on superspace (space of geometries, for given spatial topology)• canonical wavefunction promoted to 

• quantum effective action

• quantum eqns of motion quantum corrected non-linear WdW eqn, including topology change

• canonical Hilbert space (solutions of QG constraints)
• Hilbert space:

"timeless Fock space" of "many universes"
• "deparametrized" many-universes Fock space wrt to "clock field" appearing in 3rd quantized action

3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes

• action

topology-changing process
encoding matching conditions at junctionskinetic term = WdW operator
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• minisuperspace toy versions

• action (only indicating dependence on scale factor)

classical eqns of motion = non-linear quantum cosmology

160 w. Fischler et al. / Googolplexus 

defines the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation which the "wave function of the universe" 
q)(a, ~,) must satisfy: 

0 2 1 O 0 

Oa 2 a 20(Oi OiPi 
a + a"[X + V(+i)] • = 0 .  (5) 

There is some ambiguity in eq. (5) due to operator ordering, but the results in 
sects. 2 and 3 are completely independent of assumptions about operator ordering. 

Sometimes eq. (5) is regarded as gravity's Schr/Sdinger equation, but it is obvi- 
ously more like gravity's Klein-Gordon equation. Indeed, many authors, beginning 
with DeWitt  [13] have noted the similarity between the scale factor a and an 
embedding time. In (1 + 1)-dimensional gravity this correspondence is precise [14]. 
As in the case of the Kle in-Gordon equation, the lack of a positive definite 
probability density makes it more appropriate to think of • as a quantum field 
rather than a state amplitude [5,15-20]. Of course, there is a second, independent, 
motivation: in order to have a Hilbert space theory with spaces of arbitrary 
topology, we need an operator which connects sectors with different numbers of 
connected components. 

We will therefore consider a quantum field theory of the Wheeler-DeWitt  
equation, guided by the analogy between eq. (5) and the Kle in-Gordon equation. 
To emphasize this we rename 

a ~ t ,  gO i ~ x i ,  (6) 

so that eq. (5) becomes 

0 2 1 O 0 

c)t 2 t 2 3x  i o~xi 
t 2 + t4[~ + V ( x i ) ] )  ~ ( t ,  x i )  = 0. (7) 

In order not to confuse the reader we emphasize that the Xg are not ordinary 
spatial positions and q~(t, xi) is not an ordinary field. ~( t ,  xi) creates or annihilates 
whole universes with scale factor t and field values x~. t and xg are the coordinates 
in a new space - the googolplexus - where particles are universes. 

Eq. (7) is a Kle in-Gordon equation with position-dependent mass-squared, 

m2(t ,  x )  = - t  2 + t4x + t 4 V ( x ) ,  (8) 

and time-dependent metric g ,  = - 1 ,  gxx = t 2 -  The Hilbert space consists of all 
functionals of • at a fixed time to, I q ' ) -  q'(q~(t o, x)). The field ~(t0, x) is a 
complete set of commuting operators, the time derivative Otcb(t o, x )  is the conjugate 
operator H ( t  o, x) ,  and the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation (7), interpreted as a Heisen- 
berg field equation, determines the field at all other times in terms of these. 
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166 w. Fischler et al. / Googolplexus 

ate states are just small • universes. We therefore try something different, adding a 
~3 interaction [5,17,19]: 

Scubic = l fo°°dt [ t~2 ( t )+  (t 2 -  ~. t4)~2( t ) ]  

g f0 °° ' t")  + ~ d t d t ' d t " ~ ( t ) c ~ ( t ' ) ~ ( t " ) p ( t ,  t ,  . (30) 

We have added a term which allows for the possibility that a universe of radius t 
splits into universes of radii t '  and t". We now make the standard assumption that 
this is negligible unless one universe is microscopic, and that the amplitude for 
emission of this small universe is proportional to the local operator of lowest 
dimension, the cosmological constant: 

S~'ubic=2f ° dt ~ 2 ( t ) + t 2 ¢ ~ 2 ( t ) - t 4 ~ 2 ( t ) ? ~ + g f o  d t ' t z ( t ' ) cb ( t ' )  " (31) 

H e r e / t ( t )  is a function which falls rapidly for large t, such as exp ( - t2 ) .  In order to 
make the theory simpler to analyze, we will make a slight modification: we will 
require/~(t)  to vanish identically for t > t~, where t c is some cutoff radius. Also, we 
r e p l a c e  t 4 in eq. (31) with 

¢( t )  = t 4 0 ( t  - tc), (32) 

so that the support of/~(t)  and ~(t) does not overlap. The modification (32) should 
make no difference, since it amounts to neglecting the cosmological constant of very 
tiny universes. One may imagine t c - (1 eV)-1, so that wormholes which are large 
compared to the Planck scale are still included, while the modification (32) only 
affects universes which are very small in a cosmological sense. With a bit more 
effort one could analyze the theory without these modifications, and we are 
confident that the physics would be unchanged. 

As before, we introduce an auxiliary field to make the action local in time and 
allow a Hilbert space interpretation: 

S"c.bic ---- f0 ~dt (½42(t) + ½{ t2-- ~(t)[ x + q(t)] } ~2(t) 

+ p ( t l [ o ( t )  - g l ~ ( t l ~ ( t l l  ) . (33) 

In order to r e c o v e r  Sc~bi c from Sc~bi ~, q( t )  must satisfy q(O)= O, while q(m) is 
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• enormous (mathematical) difficulties - entirely formal very limited results

• LQC-minisuperspace version G. Calcagni, S. Gielen, DO, '12; M. Bojowald et al., '12;

3

where γ is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter.
A shortcut to the standard canonical analysis is to sub-

stitute the FRW metric and the Ricci scalar stemming
from (1),

R = 6

(

ä

aN2
− ȧṄ

aN3
+

ȧ2

a2N2

)

, (4)

into the Einstein–Hilbert and matter action, which then
depend on φ, a, and N . The conjugate momenta are
pa = −3V0 aȧ/(4πGN) and pφ = V0 a3φ̇/N , and the
conservation in time of the primary constraint pN ≈ 0
(the symbol ≈ denotes weak equality) leads to the Fried-
mann equation

K :=
2πG

3

p2a
a

−
p2φ
2a3

≈ 0 , (5)

which should be imposed as a constraint on quantum
states in quantum cosmology.3

B. Kinematics

Focusing on the gravitational sector for now, the cru-
cial difference from traditional minisuperspace (Wheeler–
DeWitt) approaches to quantum cosmology in LQC is
that one follows the kinematics of full loop quantum grav-
ity, where not the connection but only its holonomies are
defined as operators [2]. It is convenient to introduce new
conjugate variables c and p, where

c = εV1/3
0

γ ȧ

N
= −ε 4πG γ

3V2/3
0

pa
a

, p = ε a2V2/3
0 , (6)

so that Ai
a only depends on c, and powers of V0 have been

introduced to make c and p invariant under the residual
symmetry a → λ a, 0qab → 0qab/λ2 in Eq. (1). Instead

of ĉ and p̂ one now defines p̂ and ̂exp(iµc) as operators,
where µ can be a real parameter or a function of p chosen
by means of a suitable procedure.
The kinematical Hilbert space Hg

kin is taken to be the
space of square-integrable functions on the Bohr com-
pactification of the real line. One can work in a ba-
sis where p̂ is diagonal, with orthonormality relation
〈p|p′〉 = δp,p′ , so that one is dealing with a nonseparable
Hilbert space. In this representation, if µ is taken to be
a nontrivial function of p the action of the holonomy op-

erator ̂exp(iµc) takes a rather complicated form, and it
is convenient to choose a different representation. In the

3 Throughout the paper we use the symbol K for the Hamiltonian
constraint because it will eventually be regarded as a kinetic
operator. Although this differs from the more standard choice of
symbolH orH, it has the further advantage of avoiding confusion
with the Hubble parameter.

improved dynamics scheme [22], where µ(p) ∼ |p|−1/2,
this is a basis {|ν〉} of eigenstates of the volume operator
V̂ measuring the kinematical volume of the fiducial cell,
V = |p|3/2,

V̂|ν〉 = 2πγG |ν| |ν〉 , (7)

where ν = εa3V0/(2πγG) has dimensions of length. The
states {|ν〉} can be normalized to

〈ν|ν′〉 = δν,ν′ . (8)

The basic operators are now ν̂, which acts by multipli-

cation, and ̂exp(iλb), where b = ε (2πγGpa)/(3V0 a2) is
conjugate to ν [and is proportional to the Hubble pa-
rameter H = ȧ/(Na)] and λ = const, which acts as a
shift in ν. These satisfy the standard Heisenberg algebra.
For the matter sector, one chooses the usual Schrödinger
quantization with a natural representation of the Hilbert
spaceHφ

kin, the space of square-integrable functions on R,

on which φ̂ acts by multiplication and p̂φ by derivation,
and with an orthonormal basis given by

〈φ|φ′〉 = δ(φ− φ′) . (9)

The Hilbert space of the coupled system is then just the
tensor product Hg

kin⊗Hφ
kin. As in traditional approaches

to quantum cosmology, the variable N is removed from
the configuration space because the primary constraint
pN ≈ 0 would mean that wavefunctions are independent
from N . We note that the full constraint would be a
multiple of N , so that in situations where the resulting
quantum constraint depends on the choice of lapse func-
tion (as below) the choice N = 1 seems more natural
when considering that N is also originally in the config-
uration space. In fact, in cosmology the lapse can be
regarded as a function of the scale factor, N = N(a),
which is an independent variable. A choice of the form
N = N(E) in the full theory is somewhat less justified
before solving the constraints.

C. Dynamics

The quantum analogue of the Friedmann equation (5)
is obtained by starting with the Hamiltonian constraint
of full general relativity in terms of the variables (3) and
expressing the curvature of Ai

a through the holonomy
around a loop, taking account of the area gap —the re-
sult in LQG that the area of such a loop cannot assume
arbitrarily small nonzero values. The Hamiltonian con-
straint is

K̂ψ(ν,φ) := −B(ν)
(

Θ+ ∂2φ
)

ψ(ν,φ) = 0 , (10)

where ψ is a wavefunction on configuration space and Θ
is a difference operator only acting on Hg

kin and of the
form

−B(ν)Θψ(ν,φ) := A(ν)ψ(ν + ν0,φ) + C(ν)ψ(ν,φ)

+D(ν)ψ(ν − ν0,φ) , (11)

4

where A,B,C, and D are functions which depend on
the details of the quantization scheme (inter alia, on the
choice of lapse function) and ν0 is an elementary length
unit, usually defined by the square root of the area gap
(the Planck length up to a numerical factor). The physi-
cal states are the solutions of Eq. (10). Due to the struc-
ture of Eq. (11), in LQC one has an interval’s worth of
superselection sectors in Hg

kin: Θ preserves all subspaces
spanned by {|νI + nν0〉 |n ∈ Z} for some νI . We may
restrict ourselves to one of these subspaces, i.e., assume
that wavefunctions only have support on a discrete lat-
tice which we take to be ν0Z [for a generic gauge choice,
there may be issues with the definition of (10) at the
most interesting point ν = 0]. This restriction picks out
a separable subspace to which we will limit our analysis.

III. DEFINING THE FIELD THEORY

We now define our field theory on (mini)superspace.
The Hamiltonian constraint (10) of the first-quantized
theory is the natural starting point for the free action of
the field theory. We define this action to be

Sf [Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) , (12)

where in the simplest setting we take Ψ to be a real scalar
field. If K̂ is as in Eq. (11), we must assume that the
combination B(ν)Θ is symmetric in ν, i.e., that

D(ν) = A(ν − ν0) (13)

in Eq. (11), in order to reproduce the equation of motion
(10). Put differently, for any constraint (11) the action
(12) projects out its self-adjoint part with respect to the
measure given by the kinematical inner product of LQC.
Taking this measure as given, possible manipulations of
the constraint K̂ are restricted by this requirement. No-
tice, however, that Eq. (13) does hold in LQC for the
usual choices of gauge, so we do not need to impose it as
an additional requirement. To give an example, for the
preferred lapse choice N = 1 and in improved dynamics,
the functions A,B,C take the form [22]

A(ν) =
1

12γ
√
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∣

∣
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3πγG
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3

,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
3πγG, whereas for the

solvable “sLQC” model in [23] [which uses N = a3 and
the symmetry (16)],

A(ν) =

√
3

8γ

(

ν +
ν0
2

)

, B(ν) =
1

ν
,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) = −
√
3

4γ
ν . (15)

Equation (15) can be shown to agree with the previous
expressions (14) in the “semiclassical” limit ν % ν0.
In LQC, one normally assumes symmetry of the wave-

function ψ under orientation reversal,

ψ(ν,φ) = ψ(−ν,φ) , (16)

since the kinematical Hilbert space can be split into sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces which are superse-
lected (in other words, the physics should not depend on
the frame orientation). From the field theory perspective,
such a requirement is less natural, in particular if inter-
actions are taken into account; we will allow for general
field configurations without assuming Eq. (16).
By definition of second quantization, and by construc-

tion in our case, the classical solutions of the free field
theory will correspond to the quantum solutions of the
first-quantized model.

We now complete the definition of the field theory on
minisuperspace with the addition of an interaction term
for our field. The first-quantized theory, that is (loop)
quantum cosmology, does not offer indications on how
this interaction should be defined, so one has to pro-
ceed in a rather exploratory way guided only by general
intuition (and by the results obtained following various
choices). One could take an arbitrary functional, but we
opt for an nth-order polynomial in Ψ not necessarily lo-
cal in the minisuperspace variables. We will specialize
to simpler, concrete choices in the following, in order to
study some consequences of the formalism.
We get the general form for the interacting theory

Si[Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

× (17)

∑

ν1...νj

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj fj(νi,φi)
j
∏

k=1

Ψ(νk,φk) ,

where fj(νi,φi) are unspecified functions depending on
{νi,φi}i=1,...,j . This gives the equation of motion

K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

∑

ν1...νj−1

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj−1 (18)

×
j−1
∏

l=1

Ψ(νl,φl)
j
∑

k=1

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) = 0,

where

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) := f(µi,ϕi) , (19)

with {µi} = {ν1, . . . , νk−1, ν, νk, . . . , νj} and {ϕi} =
{φ1, . . . ,φk−1,φ,φk, . . . ,φj}. In writing down the field
theory action we have included possible nonlocal (in ν)
quadratic terms in the interaction part (specified by the
interaction kernel f2) rather than in the kinetic term, in
order to emphasize the fact that K̂ is usually chosen to be
a local operator in the geometry in quantum cosmology.
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restrict ourselves to one of these subspaces, i.e., assume
that wavefunctions only have support on a discrete lat-
tice which we take to be ν0Z [for a generic gauge choice,
there may be issues with the definition of (10) at the
most interesting point ν = 0]. This restriction picks out
a separable subspace to which we will limit our analysis.

III. DEFINING THE FIELD THEORY

We now define our field theory on (mini)superspace.
The Hamiltonian constraint (10) of the first-quantized
theory is the natural starting point for the free action of
the field theory. We define this action to be

Sf [Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) , (12)

where in the simplest setting we take Ψ to be a real scalar
field. If K̂ is as in Eq. (11), we must assume that the
combination B(ν)Θ is symmetric in ν, i.e., that

D(ν) = A(ν − ν0) (13)

in Eq. (11), in order to reproduce the equation of motion
(10). Put differently, for any constraint (11) the action
(12) projects out its self-adjoint part with respect to the
measure given by the kinematical inner product of LQC.
Taking this measure as given, possible manipulations of
the constraint K̂ are restricted by this requirement. No-
tice, however, that Eq. (13) does hold in LQC for the
usual choices of gauge, so we do not need to impose it as
an additional requirement. To give an example, for the
preferred lapse choice N = 1 and in improved dynamics,
the functions A,B,C take the form [22]
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,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
3πγG, whereas for the

solvable “sLQC” model in [23] [which uses N = a3 and
the symmetry (16)],

A(ν) =

√
3

8γ

(

ν +
ν0
2

)

, B(ν) =
1

ν
,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) = −
√
3

4γ
ν . (15)

Equation (15) can be shown to agree with the previous
expressions (14) in the “semiclassical” limit ν % ν0.
In LQC, one normally assumes symmetry of the wave-

function ψ under orientation reversal,

ψ(ν,φ) = ψ(−ν,φ) , (16)

since the kinematical Hilbert space can be split into sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces which are superse-
lected (in other words, the physics should not depend on
the frame orientation). From the field theory perspective,
such a requirement is less natural, in particular if inter-
actions are taken into account; we will allow for general
field configurations without assuming Eq. (16).
By definition of second quantization, and by construc-

tion in our case, the classical solutions of the free field
theory will correspond to the quantum solutions of the
first-quantized model.

We now complete the definition of the field theory on
minisuperspace with the addition of an interaction term
for our field. The first-quantized theory, that is (loop)
quantum cosmology, does not offer indications on how
this interaction should be defined, so one has to pro-
ceed in a rather exploratory way guided only by general
intuition (and by the results obtained following various
choices). One could take an arbitrary functional, but we
opt for an nth-order polynomial in Ψ not necessarily lo-
cal in the minisuperspace variables. We will specialize
to simpler, concrete choices in the following, in order to
study some consequences of the formalism.
We get the general form for the interacting theory

Si[Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

× (17)

∑

ν1...νj

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj fj(νi,φi)
j
∏

k=1

Ψ(νk,φk) ,

where fj(νi,φi) are unspecified functions depending on
{νi,φi}i=1,...,j . This gives the equation of motion

K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

∑

ν1...νj−1

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj−1 (18)

×
j−1
∏

l=1

Ψ(νl,φl)
j
∑

k=1

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) = 0,

where

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) := f(µi,ϕi) , (19)

with {µi} = {ν1, . . . , νk−1, ν, νk, . . . , νj} and {ϕi} =
{φ1, . . . ,φk−1,φ,φk, . . . ,φj}. In writing down the field
theory action we have included possible nonlocal (in ν)
quadratic terms in the interaction part (specified by the
interaction kernel f2) rather than in the kinetic term, in
order to emphasize the fact that K̂ is usually chosen to be
a local operator in the geometry in quantum cosmology.

different choices of interaction terms (conserved quantities and matching quantities) are possible

difference eqn wrt to volume eigenvalues 
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defines the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation which the "wave function of the universe" 
q)(a, ~,) must satisfy: 

0 2 1 O 0 

Oa 2 a 20(Oi OiPi 
a + a"[X + V(+i)] • = 0 .  (5) 

There is some ambiguity in eq. (5) due to operator ordering, but the results in 
sects. 2 and 3 are completely independent of assumptions about operator ordering. 

Sometimes eq. (5) is regarded as gravity's Schr/Sdinger equation, but it is obvi- 
ously more like gravity's Klein-Gordon equation. Indeed, many authors, beginning 
with DeWitt  [13] have noted the similarity between the scale factor a and an 
embedding time. In (1 + 1)-dimensional gravity this correspondence is precise [14]. 
As in the case of the Kle in-Gordon equation, the lack of a positive definite 
probability density makes it more appropriate to think of • as a quantum field 
rather than a state amplitude [5,15-20]. Of course, there is a second, independent, 
motivation: in order to have a Hilbert space theory with spaces of arbitrary 
topology, we need an operator which connects sectors with different numbers of 
connected components. 

We will therefore consider a quantum field theory of the Wheeler-DeWitt  
equation, guided by the analogy between eq. (5) and the Kle in-Gordon equation. 
To emphasize this we rename 

a ~ t ,  gO i ~ x i ,  (6) 

so that eq. (5) becomes 

0 2 1 O 0 

c)t 2 t 2 3x  i o~xi 
t 2 + t4[~ + V ( x i ) ] )  ~ ( t ,  x i )  = 0. (7) 

In order not to confuse the reader we emphasize that the Xg are not ordinary 
spatial positions and q~(t, xi) is not an ordinary field. ~( t ,  xi) creates or annihilates 
whole universes with scale factor t and field values x~. t and xg are the coordinates 
in a new space - the googolplexus - where particles are universes. 

Eq. (7) is a Kle in-Gordon equation with position-dependent mass-squared, 

m2(t ,  x )  = - t  2 + t4x + t 4 V ( x ) ,  (8) 

and time-dependent metric g ,  = - 1 ,  gxx = t 2 -  The Hilbert space consists of all 
functionals of • at a fixed time to, I q ' ) -  q'(q~(t o, x)). The field ~(t0, x) is a 
complete set of commuting operators, the time derivative Otcb(t o, x )  is the conjugate 
operator H ( t  o, x) ,  and the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation (7), interpreted as a Heisen- 
berg field equation, determines the field at all other times in terms of these. 
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ate states are just small • universes. We therefore try something different, adding a 
~3 interaction [5,17,19]: 

Scubic = l fo°°dt [ t~2 ( t )+  (t 2 -  ~. t4)~2( t ) ]  

g f0 °° ' t")  + ~ d t d t ' d t " ~ ( t ) c ~ ( t ' ) ~ ( t " ) p ( t ,  t ,  . (30) 

We have added a term which allows for the possibility that a universe of radius t 
splits into universes of radii t '  and t". We now make the standard assumption that 
this is negligible unless one universe is microscopic, and that the amplitude for 
emission of this small universe is proportional to the local operator of lowest 
dimension, the cosmological constant: 

S~'ubic=2f ° dt ~ 2 ( t ) + t 2 ¢ ~ 2 ( t ) - t 4 ~ 2 ( t ) ? ~ + g f o  d t ' t z ( t ' ) cb ( t ' )  " (31) 

H e r e / t ( t )  is a function which falls rapidly for large t, such as exp ( - t2 ) .  In order to 
make the theory simpler to analyze, we will make a slight modification: we will 
require/~(t)  to vanish identically for t > t~, where t c is some cutoff radius. Also, we 
r e p l a c e  t 4 in eq. (31) with 

¢( t )  = t 4 0 ( t  - tc), (32) 

so that the support of/~(t)  and ~(t) does not overlap. The modification (32) should 
make no difference, since it amounts to neglecting the cosmological constant of very 
tiny universes. One may imagine t c - (1 eV)-1, so that wormholes which are large 
compared to the Planck scale are still included, while the modification (32) only 
affects universes which are very small in a cosmological sense. With a bit more 
effort one could analyze the theory without these modifications, and we are 
confident that the physics would be unchanged. 

As before, we introduce an auxiliary field to make the action local in time and 
allow a Hilbert space interpretation: 

S"c.bic ---- f0 ~dt (½42(t) + ½{ t2-- ~(t)[ x + q(t)] } ~2(t) 

+ p ( t l [ o ( t )  - g l ~ ( t l ~ ( t l l  ) . (33) 

In order to r e c o v e r  Sc~bi c from Sc~bi ~, q( t )  must satisfy q(O)= O, while q(m) is 
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where γ is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter.
A shortcut to the standard canonical analysis is to sub-

stitute the FRW metric and the Ricci scalar stemming
from (1),

R = 6

(

ä

aN2
− ȧṄ

aN3
+

ȧ2

a2N2

)

, (4)

into the Einstein–Hilbert and matter action, which then
depend on φ, a, and N . The conjugate momenta are
pa = −3V0 aȧ/(4πGN) and pφ = V0 a3φ̇/N , and the
conservation in time of the primary constraint pN ≈ 0
(the symbol ≈ denotes weak equality) leads to the Fried-
mann equation

K :=
2πG

3

p2a
a

−
p2φ
2a3

≈ 0 , (5)

which should be imposed as a constraint on quantum
states in quantum cosmology.3

B. Kinematics

Focusing on the gravitational sector for now, the cru-
cial difference from traditional minisuperspace (Wheeler–
DeWitt) approaches to quantum cosmology in LQC is
that one follows the kinematics of full loop quantum grav-
ity, where not the connection but only its holonomies are
defined as operators [2]. It is convenient to introduce new
conjugate variables c and p, where

c = εV1/3
0

γ ȧ

N
= −ε 4πG γ

3V2/3
0

pa
a

, p = ε a2V2/3
0 , (6)

so that Ai
a only depends on c, and powers of V0 have been

introduced to make c and p invariant under the residual
symmetry a → λ a, 0qab → 0qab/λ2 in Eq. (1). Instead

of ĉ and p̂ one now defines p̂ and ̂exp(iµc) as operators,
where µ can be a real parameter or a function of p chosen
by means of a suitable procedure.
The kinematical Hilbert space Hg

kin is taken to be the
space of square-integrable functions on the Bohr com-
pactification of the real line. One can work in a ba-
sis where p̂ is diagonal, with orthonormality relation
〈p|p′〉 = δp,p′ , so that one is dealing with a nonseparable
Hilbert space. In this representation, if µ is taken to be
a nontrivial function of p the action of the holonomy op-

erator ̂exp(iµc) takes a rather complicated form, and it
is convenient to choose a different representation. In the

3 Throughout the paper we use the symbol K for the Hamiltonian
constraint because it will eventually be regarded as a kinetic
operator. Although this differs from the more standard choice of
symbolH orH, it has the further advantage of avoiding confusion
with the Hubble parameter.

improved dynamics scheme [22], where µ(p) ∼ |p|−1/2,
this is a basis {|ν〉} of eigenstates of the volume operator
V̂ measuring the kinematical volume of the fiducial cell,
V = |p|3/2,

V̂|ν〉 = 2πγG |ν| |ν〉 , (7)

where ν = εa3V0/(2πγG) has dimensions of length. The
states {|ν〉} can be normalized to

〈ν|ν′〉 = δν,ν′ . (8)

The basic operators are now ν̂, which acts by multipli-

cation, and ̂exp(iλb), where b = ε (2πγGpa)/(3V0 a2) is
conjugate to ν [and is proportional to the Hubble pa-
rameter H = ȧ/(Na)] and λ = const, which acts as a
shift in ν. These satisfy the standard Heisenberg algebra.
For the matter sector, one chooses the usual Schrödinger
quantization with a natural representation of the Hilbert
spaceHφ

kin, the space of square-integrable functions on R,

on which φ̂ acts by multiplication and p̂φ by derivation,
and with an orthonormal basis given by

〈φ|φ′〉 = δ(φ− φ′) . (9)

The Hilbert space of the coupled system is then just the
tensor product Hg

kin⊗Hφ
kin. As in traditional approaches

to quantum cosmology, the variable N is removed from
the configuration space because the primary constraint
pN ≈ 0 would mean that wavefunctions are independent
from N . We note that the full constraint would be a
multiple of N , so that in situations where the resulting
quantum constraint depends on the choice of lapse func-
tion (as below) the choice N = 1 seems more natural
when considering that N is also originally in the config-
uration space. In fact, in cosmology the lapse can be
regarded as a function of the scale factor, N = N(a),
which is an independent variable. A choice of the form
N = N(E) in the full theory is somewhat less justified
before solving the constraints.

C. Dynamics

The quantum analogue of the Friedmann equation (5)
is obtained by starting with the Hamiltonian constraint
of full general relativity in terms of the variables (3) and
expressing the curvature of Ai

a through the holonomy
around a loop, taking account of the area gap —the re-
sult in LQG that the area of such a loop cannot assume
arbitrarily small nonzero values. The Hamiltonian con-
straint is

K̂ψ(ν,φ) := −B(ν)
(

Θ+ ∂2φ
)

ψ(ν,φ) = 0 , (10)

where ψ is a wavefunction on configuration space and Θ
is a difference operator only acting on Hg

kin and of the
form

−B(ν)Θψ(ν,φ) := A(ν)ψ(ν + ν0,φ) + C(ν)ψ(ν,φ)

+D(ν)ψ(ν − ν0,φ) , (11)
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where A,B,C, and D are functions which depend on
the details of the quantization scheme (inter alia, on the
choice of lapse function) and ν0 is an elementary length
unit, usually defined by the square root of the area gap
(the Planck length up to a numerical factor). The physi-
cal states are the solutions of Eq. (10). Due to the struc-
ture of Eq. (11), in LQC one has an interval’s worth of
superselection sectors in Hg

kin: Θ preserves all subspaces
spanned by {|νI + nν0〉 |n ∈ Z} for some νI . We may
restrict ourselves to one of these subspaces, i.e., assume
that wavefunctions only have support on a discrete lat-
tice which we take to be ν0Z [for a generic gauge choice,
there may be issues with the definition of (10) at the
most interesting point ν = 0]. This restriction picks out
a separable subspace to which we will limit our analysis.

III. DEFINING THE FIELD THEORY

We now define our field theory on (mini)superspace.
The Hamiltonian constraint (10) of the first-quantized
theory is the natural starting point for the free action of
the field theory. We define this action to be

Sf [Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) , (12)

where in the simplest setting we take Ψ to be a real scalar
field. If K̂ is as in Eq. (11), we must assume that the
combination B(ν)Θ is symmetric in ν, i.e., that

D(ν) = A(ν − ν0) (13)

in Eq. (11), in order to reproduce the equation of motion
(10). Put differently, for any constraint (11) the action
(12) projects out its self-adjoint part with respect to the
measure given by the kinematical inner product of LQC.
Taking this measure as given, possible manipulations of
the constraint K̂ are restricted by this requirement. No-
tice, however, that Eq. (13) does hold in LQC for the
usual choices of gauge, so we do not need to impose it as
an additional requirement. To give an example, for the
preferred lapse choice N = 1 and in improved dynamics,
the functions A,B,C take the form [22]
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C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
3πγG, whereas for the

solvable “sLQC” model in [23] [which uses N = a3 and
the symmetry (16)],

A(ν) =

√
3

8γ

(

ν +
ν0
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)

, B(ν) =
1

ν
,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) = −
√
3

4γ
ν . (15)

Equation (15) can be shown to agree with the previous
expressions (14) in the “semiclassical” limit ν % ν0.
In LQC, one normally assumes symmetry of the wave-

function ψ under orientation reversal,

ψ(ν,φ) = ψ(−ν,φ) , (16)

since the kinematical Hilbert space can be split into sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces which are superse-
lected (in other words, the physics should not depend on
the frame orientation). From the field theory perspective,
such a requirement is less natural, in particular if inter-
actions are taken into account; we will allow for general
field configurations without assuming Eq. (16).
By definition of second quantization, and by construc-

tion in our case, the classical solutions of the free field
theory will correspond to the quantum solutions of the
first-quantized model.

We now complete the definition of the field theory on
minisuperspace with the addition of an interaction term
for our field. The first-quantized theory, that is (loop)
quantum cosmology, does not offer indications on how
this interaction should be defined, so one has to pro-
ceed in a rather exploratory way guided only by general
intuition (and by the results obtained following various
choices). One could take an arbitrary functional, but we
opt for an nth-order polynomial in Ψ not necessarily lo-
cal in the minisuperspace variables. We will specialize
to simpler, concrete choices in the following, in order to
study some consequences of the formalism.
We get the general form for the interacting theory

Si[Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

× (17)

∑

ν1...νj

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj fj(νi,φi)
j
∏

k=1

Ψ(νk,φk) ,

where fj(νi,φi) are unspecified functions depending on
{νi,φi}i=1,...,j . This gives the equation of motion

K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

∑

ν1...νj−1

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj−1 (18)

×
j−1
∏

l=1

Ψ(νl,φl)
j
∑

k=1

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) = 0,

where

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) := f(µi,ϕi) , (19)

with {µi} = {ν1, . . . , νk−1, ν, νk, . . . , νj} and {ϕi} =
{φ1, . . . ,φk−1,φ,φk, . . . ,φj}. In writing down the field
theory action we have included possible nonlocal (in ν)
quadratic terms in the interaction part (specified by the
interaction kernel f2) rather than in the kinetic term, in
order to emphasize the fact that K̂ is usually chosen to be
a local operator in the geometry in quantum cosmology.
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where A,B,C, and D are functions which depend on
the details of the quantization scheme (inter alia, on the
choice of lapse function) and ν0 is an elementary length
unit, usually defined by the square root of the area gap
(the Planck length up to a numerical factor). The physi-
cal states are the solutions of Eq. (10). Due to the struc-
ture of Eq. (11), in LQC one has an interval’s worth of
superselection sectors in Hg

kin: Θ preserves all subspaces
spanned by {|νI + nν0〉 |n ∈ Z} for some νI . We may
restrict ourselves to one of these subspaces, i.e., assume
that wavefunctions only have support on a discrete lat-
tice which we take to be ν0Z [for a generic gauge choice,
there may be issues with the definition of (10) at the
most interesting point ν = 0]. This restriction picks out
a separable subspace to which we will limit our analysis.

III. DEFINING THE FIELD THEORY

We now define our field theory on (mini)superspace.
The Hamiltonian constraint (10) of the first-quantized
theory is the natural starting point for the free action of
the field theory. We define this action to be

Sf [Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) , (12)

where in the simplest setting we take Ψ to be a real scalar
field. If K̂ is as in Eq. (11), we must assume that the
combination B(ν)Θ is symmetric in ν, i.e., that

D(ν) = A(ν − ν0) (13)

in Eq. (11), in order to reproduce the equation of motion
(10). Put differently, for any constraint (11) the action
(12) projects out its self-adjoint part with respect to the
measure given by the kinematical inner product of LQC.
Taking this measure as given, possible manipulations of
the constraint K̂ are restricted by this requirement. No-
tice, however, that Eq. (13) does hold in LQC for the
usual choices of gauge, so we do not need to impose it as
an additional requirement. To give an example, for the
preferred lapse choice N = 1 and in improved dynamics,
the functions A,B,C take the form [22]
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,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
3πγG, whereas for the

solvable “sLQC” model in [23] [which uses N = a3 and
the symmetry (16)],

A(ν) =

√
3

8γ

(

ν +
ν0
2

)

, B(ν) =
1

ν
,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) = −
√
3

4γ
ν . (15)

Equation (15) can be shown to agree with the previous
expressions (14) in the “semiclassical” limit ν % ν0.
In LQC, one normally assumes symmetry of the wave-

function ψ under orientation reversal,

ψ(ν,φ) = ψ(−ν,φ) , (16)

since the kinematical Hilbert space can be split into sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces which are superse-
lected (in other words, the physics should not depend on
the frame orientation). From the field theory perspective,
such a requirement is less natural, in particular if inter-
actions are taken into account; we will allow for general
field configurations without assuming Eq. (16).
By definition of second quantization, and by construc-

tion in our case, the classical solutions of the free field
theory will correspond to the quantum solutions of the
first-quantized model.

We now complete the definition of the field theory on
minisuperspace with the addition of an interaction term
for our field. The first-quantized theory, that is (loop)
quantum cosmology, does not offer indications on how
this interaction should be defined, so one has to pro-
ceed in a rather exploratory way guided only by general
intuition (and by the results obtained following various
choices). One could take an arbitrary functional, but we
opt for an nth-order polynomial in Ψ not necessarily lo-
cal in the minisuperspace variables. We will specialize
to simpler, concrete choices in the following, in order to
study some consequences of the formalism.
We get the general form for the interacting theory

Si[Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

× (17)

∑

ν1...νj

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj fj(νi,φi)
j
∏

k=1

Ψ(νk,φk) ,

where fj(νi,φi) are unspecified functions depending on
{νi,φi}i=1,...,j . This gives the equation of motion

K̂Ψ(ν,φ) +
n
∑

j=2

λj
j!

∑

ν1...νj−1

∫

dφ1 . . . dφj−1 (18)

×
j−1
∏

l=1

Ψ(νl,φl)
j
∑

k=1

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) = 0,

where

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) := f(µi,ϕi) , (19)

with {µi} = {ν1, . . . , νk−1, ν, νk, . . . , νj} and {ϕi} =
{φ1, . . . ,φk−1,φ,φk, . . . ,φj}. In writing down the field
theory action we have included possible nonlocal (in ν)
quadratic terms in the interaction part (specified by the
interaction kernel f2) rather than in the kinetic term, in
order to emphasize the fact that K̂ is usually chosen to be
a local operator in the geometry in quantum cosmology.

different choices of interaction terms (conserved quantities and matching quantities) are possible

difference eqn wrt to volume eigenvalues 
+ (massless) scalar field
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defines the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation which the "wave function of the universe" 
q)(a, ~,) must satisfy: 

0 2 1 O 0 

Oa 2 a 20(Oi OiPi 
a + a"[X + V(+i)] • = 0 .  (5) 

There is some ambiguity in eq. (5) due to operator ordering, but the results in 
sects. 2 and 3 are completely independent of assumptions about operator ordering. 

Sometimes eq. (5) is regarded as gravity's Schr/Sdinger equation, but it is obvi- 
ously more like gravity's Klein-Gordon equation. Indeed, many authors, beginning 
with DeWitt  [13] have noted the similarity between the scale factor a and an 
embedding time. In (1 + 1)-dimensional gravity this correspondence is precise [14]. 
As in the case of the Kle in-Gordon equation, the lack of a positive definite 
probability density makes it more appropriate to think of • as a quantum field 
rather than a state amplitude [5,15-20]. Of course, there is a second, independent, 
motivation: in order to have a Hilbert space theory with spaces of arbitrary 
topology, we need an operator which connects sectors with different numbers of 
connected components. 

We will therefore consider a quantum field theory of the Wheeler-DeWitt  
equation, guided by the analogy between eq. (5) and the Kle in-Gordon equation. 
To emphasize this we rename 

a ~ t ,  gO i ~ x i ,  (6) 

so that eq. (5) becomes 

0 2 1 O 0 

c)t 2 t 2 3x  i o~xi 
t 2 + t4[~ + V ( x i ) ] )  ~ ( t ,  x i )  = 0. (7) 

In order not to confuse the reader we emphasize that the Xg are not ordinary 
spatial positions and q~(t, xi) is not an ordinary field. ~( t ,  xi) creates or annihilates 
whole universes with scale factor t and field values x~. t and xg are the coordinates 
in a new space - the googolplexus - where particles are universes. 

Eq. (7) is a Kle in-Gordon equation with position-dependent mass-squared, 

m2(t ,  x )  = - t  2 + t4x + t 4 V ( x ) ,  (8) 

and time-dependent metric g ,  = - 1 ,  gxx = t 2 -  The Hilbert space consists of all 
functionals of • at a fixed time to, I q ' ) -  q'(q~(t o, x)). The field ~(t0, x) is a 
complete set of commuting operators, the time derivative Otcb(t o, x )  is the conjugate 
operator H ( t  o, x) ,  and the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation (7), interpreted as a Heisen- 
berg field equation, determines the field at all other times in terms of these. 
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ate states are just small • universes. We therefore try something different, adding a 
~3 interaction [5,17,19]: 

Scubic = l fo°°dt [ t~2 ( t )+  (t 2 -  ~. t4)~2( t ) ]  

g f0 °° ' t")  + ~ d t d t ' d t " ~ ( t ) c ~ ( t ' ) ~ ( t " ) p ( t ,  t ,  . (30) 

We have added a term which allows for the possibility that a universe of radius t 
splits into universes of radii t '  and t". We now make the standard assumption that 
this is negligible unless one universe is microscopic, and that the amplitude for 
emission of this small universe is proportional to the local operator of lowest 
dimension, the cosmological constant: 

S~'ubic=2f ° dt ~ 2 ( t ) + t 2 ¢ ~ 2 ( t ) - t 4 ~ 2 ( t ) ? ~ + g f o  d t ' t z ( t ' ) cb ( t ' )  " (31) 

H e r e / t ( t )  is a function which falls rapidly for large t, such as exp ( - t2 ) .  In order to 
make the theory simpler to analyze, we will make a slight modification: we will 
require/~(t)  to vanish identically for t > t~, where t c is some cutoff radius. Also, we 
r e p l a c e  t 4 in eq. (31) with 

¢( t )  = t 4 0 ( t  - tc), (32) 

so that the support of/~(t)  and ~(t) does not overlap. The modification (32) should 
make no difference, since it amounts to neglecting the cosmological constant of very 
tiny universes. One may imagine t c - (1 eV)-1, so that wormholes which are large 
compared to the Planck scale are still included, while the modification (32) only 
affects universes which are very small in a cosmological sense. With a bit more 
effort one could analyze the theory without these modifications, and we are 
confident that the physics would be unchanged. 

As before, we introduce an auxiliary field to make the action local in time and 
allow a Hilbert space interpretation: 

S"c.bic ---- f0 ~dt (½42(t) + ½{ t2-- ~(t)[ x + q(t)] } ~2(t) 

+ p ( t l [ o ( t )  - g l ~ ( t l ~ ( t l l  ) . (33) 

In order to r e c o v e r  Sc~bi c from Sc~bi ~, q( t )  must satisfy q(O)= O, while q(m) is 
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• in fact, two possible interpretations of 3rd quantized minisuperpace QG: 

• spatial topology change - universe creation/annihilation - wormholes


• merging/splitting of homogeneous patches of inhomogeneous universe ("separate universe" cosmology)

classical eqns of motion = non-linear quantum cosmology



way forward? going discrete

• enormous (mathematical) difficulties - entirely formal very limited results

• LQC-minisuperspace version G. Calcagni, S. Gielen, DO, '12; M. Bojowald et al., '12;
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where γ is the Barbero–Immirzi parameter.
A shortcut to the standard canonical analysis is to sub-

stitute the FRW metric and the Ricci scalar stemming
from (1),

R = 6

(

ä

aN2
− ȧṄ

aN3
+

ȧ2

a2N2

)

, (4)

into the Einstein–Hilbert and matter action, which then
depend on φ, a, and N . The conjugate momenta are
pa = −3V0 aȧ/(4πGN) and pφ = V0 a3φ̇/N , and the
conservation in time of the primary constraint pN ≈ 0
(the symbol ≈ denotes weak equality) leads to the Fried-
mann equation

K :=
2πG

3

p2a
a

−
p2φ
2a3

≈ 0 , (5)

which should be imposed as a constraint on quantum
states in quantum cosmology.3

B. Kinematics

Focusing on the gravitational sector for now, the cru-
cial difference from traditional minisuperspace (Wheeler–
DeWitt) approaches to quantum cosmology in LQC is
that one follows the kinematics of full loop quantum grav-
ity, where not the connection but only its holonomies are
defined as operators [2]. It is convenient to introduce new
conjugate variables c and p, where

c = εV1/3
0

γ ȧ

N
= −ε 4πG γ

3V2/3
0

pa
a

, p = ε a2V2/3
0 , (6)

so that Ai
a only depends on c, and powers of V0 have been

introduced to make c and p invariant under the residual
symmetry a → λ a, 0qab → 0qab/λ2 in Eq. (1). Instead

of ĉ and p̂ one now defines p̂ and ̂exp(iµc) as operators,
where µ can be a real parameter or a function of p chosen
by means of a suitable procedure.
The kinematical Hilbert space Hg

kin is taken to be the
space of square-integrable functions on the Bohr com-
pactification of the real line. One can work in a ba-
sis where p̂ is diagonal, with orthonormality relation
〈p|p′〉 = δp,p′ , so that one is dealing with a nonseparable
Hilbert space. In this representation, if µ is taken to be
a nontrivial function of p the action of the holonomy op-

erator ̂exp(iµc) takes a rather complicated form, and it
is convenient to choose a different representation. In the

3 Throughout the paper we use the symbol K for the Hamiltonian
constraint because it will eventually be regarded as a kinetic
operator. Although this differs from the more standard choice of
symbolH orH, it has the further advantage of avoiding confusion
with the Hubble parameter.

improved dynamics scheme [22], where µ(p) ∼ |p|−1/2,
this is a basis {|ν〉} of eigenstates of the volume operator
V̂ measuring the kinematical volume of the fiducial cell,
V = |p|3/2,

V̂|ν〉 = 2πγG |ν| |ν〉 , (7)

where ν = εa3V0/(2πγG) has dimensions of length. The
states {|ν〉} can be normalized to

〈ν|ν′〉 = δν,ν′ . (8)

The basic operators are now ν̂, which acts by multipli-

cation, and ̂exp(iλb), where b = ε (2πγGpa)/(3V0 a2) is
conjugate to ν [and is proportional to the Hubble pa-
rameter H = ȧ/(Na)] and λ = const, which acts as a
shift in ν. These satisfy the standard Heisenberg algebra.
For the matter sector, one chooses the usual Schrödinger
quantization with a natural representation of the Hilbert
spaceHφ

kin, the space of square-integrable functions on R,

on which φ̂ acts by multiplication and p̂φ by derivation,
and with an orthonormal basis given by

〈φ|φ′〉 = δ(φ− φ′) . (9)

The Hilbert space of the coupled system is then just the
tensor product Hg

kin⊗Hφ
kin. As in traditional approaches

to quantum cosmology, the variable N is removed from
the configuration space because the primary constraint
pN ≈ 0 would mean that wavefunctions are independent
from N . We note that the full constraint would be a
multiple of N , so that in situations where the resulting
quantum constraint depends on the choice of lapse func-
tion (as below) the choice N = 1 seems more natural
when considering that N is also originally in the config-
uration space. In fact, in cosmology the lapse can be
regarded as a function of the scale factor, N = N(a),
which is an independent variable. A choice of the form
N = N(E) in the full theory is somewhat less justified
before solving the constraints.

C. Dynamics

The quantum analogue of the Friedmann equation (5)
is obtained by starting with the Hamiltonian constraint
of full general relativity in terms of the variables (3) and
expressing the curvature of Ai

a through the holonomy
around a loop, taking account of the area gap —the re-
sult in LQG that the area of such a loop cannot assume
arbitrarily small nonzero values. The Hamiltonian con-
straint is

K̂ψ(ν,φ) := −B(ν)
(

Θ+ ∂2φ
)

ψ(ν,φ) = 0 , (10)

where ψ is a wavefunction on configuration space and Θ
is a difference operator only acting on Hg

kin and of the
form

−B(ν)Θψ(ν,φ) := A(ν)ψ(ν + ν0,φ) + C(ν)ψ(ν,φ)

+D(ν)ψ(ν − ν0,φ) , (11)
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where A,B,C, and D are functions which depend on
the details of the quantization scheme (inter alia, on the
choice of lapse function) and ν0 is an elementary length
unit, usually defined by the square root of the area gap
(the Planck length up to a numerical factor). The physi-
cal states are the solutions of Eq. (10). Due to the struc-
ture of Eq. (11), in LQC one has an interval’s worth of
superselection sectors in Hg

kin: Θ preserves all subspaces
spanned by {|νI + nν0〉 |n ∈ Z} for some νI . We may
restrict ourselves to one of these subspaces, i.e., assume
that wavefunctions only have support on a discrete lat-
tice which we take to be ν0Z [for a generic gauge choice,
there may be issues with the definition of (10) at the
most interesting point ν = 0]. This restriction picks out
a separable subspace to which we will limit our analysis.

III. DEFINING THE FIELD THEORY

We now define our field theory on (mini)superspace.
The Hamiltonian constraint (10) of the first-quantized
theory is the natural starting point for the free action of
the field theory. We define this action to be

Sf [Ψ] =
1

2

∑

ν

∫

dφ Ψ(ν,φ)K̂Ψ(ν,φ) , (12)

where in the simplest setting we take Ψ to be a real scalar
field. If K̂ is as in Eq. (11), we must assume that the
combination B(ν)Θ is symmetric in ν, i.e., that

D(ν) = A(ν − ν0) (13)

in Eq. (11), in order to reproduce the equation of motion
(10). Put differently, for any constraint (11) the action
(12) projects out its self-adjoint part with respect to the
measure given by the kinematical inner product of LQC.
Taking this measure as given, possible manipulations of
the constraint K̂ are restricted by this requirement. No-
tice, however, that Eq. (13) does hold in LQC for the
usual choices of gauge, so we do not need to impose it as
an additional requirement. To give an example, for the
preferred lapse choice N = 1 and in improved dynamics,
the functions A,B,C take the form [22]
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,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
3πγG, whereas for the

solvable “sLQC” model in [23] [which uses N = a3 and
the symmetry (16)],

A(ν) =

√
3

8γ

(

ν +
ν0
2

)

, B(ν) =
1

ν
,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) = −
√
3

4γ
ν . (15)

Equation (15) can be shown to agree with the previous
expressions (14) in the “semiclassical” limit ν % ν0.
In LQC, one normally assumes symmetry of the wave-

function ψ under orientation reversal,

ψ(ν,φ) = ψ(−ν,φ) , (16)

since the kinematical Hilbert space can be split into sym-
metric and antisymmetric subspaces which are superse-
lected (in other words, the physics should not depend on
the frame orientation). From the field theory perspective,
such a requirement is less natural, in particular if inter-
actions are taken into account; we will allow for general
field configurations without assuming Eq. (16).
By definition of second quantization, and by construc-

tion in our case, the classical solutions of the free field
theory will correspond to the quantum solutions of the
first-quantized model.

We now complete the definition of the field theory on
minisuperspace with the addition of an interaction term
for our field. The first-quantized theory, that is (loop)
quantum cosmology, does not offer indications on how
this interaction should be defined, so one has to pro-
ceed in a rather exploratory way guided only by general
intuition (and by the results obtained following various
choices). One could take an arbitrary functional, but we
opt for an nth-order polynomial in Ψ not necessarily lo-
cal in the minisuperspace variables. We will specialize
to simpler, concrete choices in the following, in order to
study some consequences of the formalism.
We get the general form for the interacting theory
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where fj(νi,φi) are unspecified functions depending on
{νi,φi}i=1,...,j . This gives the equation of motion
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where

f̂k(νi,φi; ν,φ) := f(µi,ϕi) , (19)

with {µi} = {ν1, . . . , νk−1, ν, νk, . . . , νj} and {ϕi} =
{φ1, . . . ,φk−1,φ,φk, . . . ,φj}. In writing down the field
theory action we have included possible nonlocal (in ν)
quadratic terms in the interaction part (specified by the
interaction kernel f2) rather than in the kinetic term, in
order to emphasize the fact that K̂ is usually chosen to be
a local operator in the geometry in quantum cosmology.
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where A,B,C, and D are functions which depend on
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,

C(ν) = −A(ν)−A(ν − ν0) , (14)

where now ν0 = 4λ :=
√

32
√
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different choices of interaction terms (conserved quantities and matching quantities) are possible

difference eqn wrt to volume eigenvalues 
+ (massless) scalar field

Coleman, Banks, Giddings, Strominger, 
Caderni, Martellini, Rubakov, McGuigan, 
Klebanov, Susskind,....., Marolf, Maxfield, .....3rd quantization of gravity, a QFT of universes

• minisuperspace toy versions

• action (only indicating dependence on scale factor)

classical eqns of motion = non-linear quantum cosmology

160 w. Fischler et al. / Googolplexus 

defines the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation which the "wave function of the universe" 
q)(a, ~,) must satisfy: 

0 2 1 O 0 

Oa 2 a 20(Oi OiPi 
a + a"[X + V(+i)] • = 0 .  (5) 

There is some ambiguity in eq. (5) due to operator ordering, but the results in 
sects. 2 and 3 are completely independent of assumptions about operator ordering. 

Sometimes eq. (5) is regarded as gravity's Schr/Sdinger equation, but it is obvi- 
ously more like gravity's Klein-Gordon equation. Indeed, many authors, beginning 
with DeWitt  [13] have noted the similarity between the scale factor a and an 
embedding time. In (1 + 1)-dimensional gravity this correspondence is precise [14]. 
As in the case of the Kle in-Gordon equation, the lack of a positive definite 
probability density makes it more appropriate to think of • as a quantum field 
rather than a state amplitude [5,15-20]. Of course, there is a second, independent, 
motivation: in order to have a Hilbert space theory with spaces of arbitrary 
topology, we need an operator which connects sectors with different numbers of 
connected components. 

We will therefore consider a quantum field theory of the Wheeler-DeWitt  
equation, guided by the analogy between eq. (5) and the Kle in-Gordon equation. 
To emphasize this we rename 

a ~ t ,  gO i ~ x i ,  (6) 

so that eq. (5) becomes 

0 2 1 O 0 

c)t 2 t 2 3x  i o~xi 
t 2 + t4[~ + V ( x i ) ] )  ~ ( t ,  x i )  = 0. (7) 

In order not to confuse the reader we emphasize that the Xg are not ordinary 
spatial positions and q~(t, xi) is not an ordinary field. ~( t ,  xi) creates or annihilates 
whole universes with scale factor t and field values x~. t and xg are the coordinates 
in a new space - the googolplexus - where particles are universes. 

Eq. (7) is a Kle in-Gordon equation with position-dependent mass-squared, 

m2(t ,  x )  = - t  2 + t4x + t 4 V ( x ) ,  (8) 

and time-dependent metric g ,  = - 1 ,  gxx = t 2 -  The Hilbert space consists of all 
functionals of • at a fixed time to, I q ' ) -  q'(q~(t o, x)). The field ~(t0, x) is a 
complete set of commuting operators, the time derivative Otcb(t o, x )  is the conjugate 
operator H ( t  o, x) ,  and the Wheeler-DeWitt  equation (7), interpreted as a Heisen- 
berg field equation, determines the field at all other times in terms of these. 
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ate states are just small • universes. We therefore try something different, adding a 
~3 interaction [5,17,19]: 

Scubic = l fo°°dt [ t~2 ( t )+  (t 2 -  ~. t4)~2( t ) ]  

g f0 °° ' t")  + ~ d t d t ' d t " ~ ( t ) c ~ ( t ' ) ~ ( t " ) p ( t ,  t ,  . (30) 

We have added a term which allows for the possibility that a universe of radius t 
splits into universes of radii t '  and t". We now make the standard assumption that 
this is negligible unless one universe is microscopic, and that the amplitude for 
emission of this small universe is proportional to the local operator of lowest 
dimension, the cosmological constant: 

S~'ubic=2f ° dt ~ 2 ( t ) + t 2 ¢ ~ 2 ( t ) - t 4 ~ 2 ( t ) ? ~ + g f o  d t ' t z ( t ' ) cb ( t ' )  " (31) 

H e r e / t ( t )  is a function which falls rapidly for large t, such as exp ( - t2 ) .  In order to 
make the theory simpler to analyze, we will make a slight modification: we will 
require/~(t)  to vanish identically for t > t~, where t c is some cutoff radius. Also, we 
r e p l a c e  t 4 in eq. (31) with 

¢( t )  = t 4 0 ( t  - tc), (32) 

so that the support of/~(t)  and ~(t) does not overlap. The modification (32) should 
make no difference, since it amounts to neglecting the cosmological constant of very 
tiny universes. One may imagine t c - (1 eV)-1, so that wormholes which are large 
compared to the Planck scale are still included, while the modification (32) only 
affects universes which are very small in a cosmological sense. With a bit more 
effort one could analyze the theory without these modifications, and we are 
confident that the physics would be unchanged. 

As before, we introduce an auxiliary field to make the action local in time and 
allow a Hilbert space interpretation: 

S"c.bic ---- f0 ~dt (½42(t) + ½{ t2-- ~(t)[ x + q(t)] } ~2(t) 

+ p ( t l [ o ( t )  - g l ~ ( t l ~ ( t l l  ) . (33) 

In order to r e c o v e r  Sc~bi c from Sc~bi ~, q( t )  must satisfy q(O)= O, while q(m) is 
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e.g.

• in fact, two possible interpretations of 3rd quantized minisuperpace QG: 

• spatial topology change - universe creation/annihilation - wormholes


• merging/splitting of homogeneous patches of inhomogeneous universe ("separate universe" cosmology)

classical eqns of motion = non-linear quantum cosmology



general idea of discrete 3rd quantization

• chop universe into building blocks

result: discrete gravity path integral replacing continuum one in Feynman expansion

Lattice Quantum Gravity

Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables
continuum limit via lattice refinement

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 
(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices

Z = lim�!1

Z
dµ({Le}) e�S�

R ({Le})

Z = lima!0

X

�

µ(a,�) e�S�
R ({Le=a})

Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 
by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 
edge lengths 

Gravitational action is discretised version 
of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)
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QG QUESTIONS GROUP FIELD THEORY RECENT RESULTS SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
Dφ e−S(φ) =

X

M

λVZM =
X

M

λV
Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT
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issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds

                                       with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum
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Lattice Quantum Gravity

Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables

continuum limit via lattice refinement
Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 

(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices

Z=lim�!1

Z
dµ({Le})e�S�

R({Le})
Z=lima!0

X

�
µ(a,�)e�S�

R({Le=a})

Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 

by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 

edge lengths 
Gravitational action is discretised version 

of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)

T. Regge, R. Williams, H. Hamber, B. Dittrich, B. Bahr, ….

J. Ambjorn, J. Jurkiewicz, R. Loll, D. Benedetti, A. Goerlich, T. Budd, …

issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds

                                       with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum

no example of such "global discrete" 3rd quantization except 2d cases, reconstructed from generalised 2d CDT 
J. Ambjorn et al, '09, '15, '21
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QG QUESTIONS GROUP FIELD THEORY RECENT RESULTS SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
Dφ e−S(φ) =

X

M

λVZM =
X

M

λV
Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT
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or sum over lattices + sum 
over discrete geometric data
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general idea of discrete 3rd quantization

• chop universe into building blocks

result: discrete gravity path integral replacing continuum one in Feynman expansion

Lattice Quantum Gravity

Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables
continuum limit via lattice refinement

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 
(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices
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Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 
by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 
edge lengths 

Gravitational action is discretised version 
of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)
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J. Ambjorn, J. Jurkiewicz, R. Loll, D. Benedetti, A. Goerlich, T. Budd, …
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Lattice Quantum Gravity

Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables

continuum limit via lattice refinement
Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 

(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices

Z=lim�!1

Z
dµ({Le})e�S�

R({Le})
Z=lima!0

X

�
µ(a,�)e�S�

R({Le=a})

Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 

by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 

edge lengths 
Gravitational action is discretised version 

of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)

T. Regge, R. Williams, H. Hamber, B. Dittrich, B. Bahr, ….

J. Ambjorn, J. Jurkiewicz, R. Loll, D. Benedetti, A. Goerlich, T. Budd, …

issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds

                                       with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum

no example of such "global discrete" 3rd quantization except 2d cases, reconstructed from generalised 2d CDT 
J. Ambjorn et al, '09, '15, '21

way forward: go atomic!
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a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3
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general idea of discrete 3rd quantization

• chop universe into building blocks

• write field theory for building blocks

states = generic assemblies of building blocks, including glued ones


interactions = discrete spacetime structures

result: discrete gravity path integral replacing continuum one in Feynman expansion
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Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables
continuum limit via lattice refinement

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 
(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices
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Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables

continuum limit via lattice refinement
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(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
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by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 

edge lengths 
Gravitational action is discretised version 

of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)

T. Regge, R. Williams, H. Hamber, B. Dittrich, B. Bahr, ….

J. Ambjorn, J. Jurkiewicz, R. Loll, D. Benedetti, A. Goerlich, T. Budd, …

issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds

                                       with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum

no example of such "global discrete" 3rd quantization except 2d cases, reconstructed from generalised 2d CDT 
J. Ambjorn et al, '09, '15, '21

way forward: go atomic!
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LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
Dφ e−S(φ) =

X

M

λVZM =
X

M

λV
Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT
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general idea of discrete 3rd quantization

• chop universe into building blocks

• write field theory for building blocks

states = generic assemblies of building blocks, including glued ones


interactions = discrete spacetime structures

result: discrete gravity path integral replacing continuum one in Feynman expansion
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Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables
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Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables

continuum limit via lattice refinement
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Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 

by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 

edge lengths 
Gravitational action is discretised version 

of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)

T. Regge, R. Williams, H. Hamber, B. Dittrich, B. Bahr, ….
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issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds

                                       with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum

no example of such "global discrete" 3rd quantization except 2d cases, reconstructed from generalised 2d CDT 
J. Ambjorn et al, '09, '15, '21

way forward: go atomic!
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LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
Dφ e−S(φ) =
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M

λVZM =
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Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT
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more in spirit of emergent spacetime scenarios



Quantum gravity = quantum theory of atomic constituents of emergent spacetime 

quantum theory of "new" non-spatiotemporal entities

continuum spacetime and geometric quantum observables 
reconstructed from collective quantum dynamics of 
"atoms of space"

• all GR structures and dynamics are to be approximately obtained (in relational language) at effective level

• not just emergent gravity; flat spacetime itself would be emergent, highly excited, collective state of "QG atoms"
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quantum spacetime as a (background-independent) quantum many-body system

extraction of spacetime and cosmology similar to typical problem in condensed matter theory 
(from atoms to macroscopic effective continuum physics)

• GR from "hydrodynamic" approximation of fundamental "atomic" quantum theory



general idea of discrete 3rd quantization

• chop universe into building blocks

• write field theory for building blocks

states = generic assemblies of building blocks, including glued ones


interactions = discrete spacetime structures

result: discrete gravity path integral replacing continuum one in Feynman expansion
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Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables
continuum limit via lattice refinement

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 
(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
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Lattice Quantum Gravity

Quantum Regge calculus

(Causal) Dynamical Triangulations

Path integral of discrete geometries: 
fixed simplicial lattice, sum over edge length variables

continuum limit via lattice refinement
Path integral of discrete geometries: 
sum over all possible (causal) simplicial lattices 

(fixed topology), fixed edge lengths
continuum limit via sum over finer and finer lattices

Z=lim�!1

Z
dµ({Le})e�S�

R({Le})
Z=lima!0

X

�
µ(a,�)e�S�

R({Le=a})

Basic idea: covariant quantisation of 
gravity as sum over “discrete geometries”

Continuum spacetime manifold replaced 

by simplicial lattice; metric data encoded in 

edge lengths 
Gravitational action is discretised version 

of Einstein-Hilbert action (Regge action)

T. Regge, R. Williams, H. Hamber, B. Dittrich, B. Bahr, ….

J. Ambjorn, J. Jurkiewicz, R. Loll, D. Benedetti, A. Goerlich, T. Budd, …
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QG QUESTIONS GROUP FIELD THEORY RECENT RESULTS SUMMARY & OUTLOOK

LESS CONSERVATIVE (EVEN MORE FORMAL): DYNAMICAL TOPOLOGY?

2nd (3rd?) quantization of gravity? (Giddings, Strominger, Banks, Coleman, Hawking, Kuchar, Isham, McGuigan,...)

a) field on space of geometries (say, on S3);
b) all possible interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of geometries (Giulini, ’09) on S3

idea of quantum theory:

Feynman diagrams M: + + +........

Z =

Z
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X

M

λVZM =
X

M

λV
Z

Dg ei S(g;M)

“impossible” to define in proper mathematical way + conceptual issues

→ making sense of it by going discrete/local? → matrix models, GFT
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or sum over lattices + sum 
over discrete geometric data
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M (g)-

issue: • identify 3rd quantized action that produces sum over whole discretized manifolds (weighted by lattice gravity)


with only wormhole topologies arising in the perturbative sum

no example of such "global discrete" 3rd quantization except 2d cases, reconstructed from generalised 2d CDT 
J. Ambjorn et al, '09, '15, '21

way forward: go atomic! we have successful examples and promising generalizations of it



random matrix models for 2d (euclidean) QG 

• matrices ~ 1d simplices (building blocks of 1d space)

• action

• Feynman amplitudes = 2d discrete gravity path integral on equilateral lattice

discrete "locally generated" 3rd quantization: sum over (discrete) geometries + sum over topologies

links/matrices

Matrix models (Migdal, Kazakov, David, Duplantier, Ambjorn, Kawai, Di Francesco, Zuber, Brezin, .....)

Quantum 2d spacetime as (statistical) superposition of discrete surfaces

"Microscopic" dynamics:
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Notice: no GR input, pure 2d combinatorics (and simplicial geometry)

Fundamental building block of (quantum) space: (hermitian) matrix
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Fundamental building block of (quantum) space: (hermitian) matrix
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LECTURE 1 LECTURE 2 LECTURE 3 LECTURE 4

MATRIX MODELS - FEYNMAN DIAGRAMS AND SIMPLICIAL COMPLEXES

building blocks for Feynman diagrams:
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diagrams made of: vertices of interaction, lines of propagation, faces (closed
loops of strands)
Feynman amplitudes: join vertices with propagators and sum over common
variables (indices) i⇒ ZΓ =

Q

f⊂Γ N = NFΓ

Z =
X

Γ

„
g√
N

« 1
2
ZΓ =

X

Γ

gVΓNFΓ− 1
2 VΓ

simplicial intepretation:
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Γ# 2d simplicial complex∆ (triangulation)
# 2d discrete spacetime

• partition function:
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• Feynman diagrams = (ribbon graphs dual to) 2d cellular complexes (here, simplicial) of arbitrary topology

• First issue: Relation to discrete gravity?

• this is a discrete realization of both the path integral for quantum gravity and of the "3rd quantization" idea
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ASIDE: ANALOGY WITH GRAVITY

1st quantization (canonical)
q(τ ) → hij(xµ) on S
Ψ(q(τ )) → Ψ(hij(x))

Ô(q) → Ô(hij(x))

(i∂τ − H) Ψ(q) = 0 → HΨ(hij) = 0

M
g

h2

1
h

1st quantization (covariant)

〈qF |qI〉 = G(qF, qI) =
R qF
qI

Dγ e− S(γ), S(γ) =
R

dτ L(q, q̇)
⇓
〈hFij |hIij〉 = G(hFij , hIij) =

R hF

hI Dgµν e− S(g) (*) , e.g. S(g) =
R

d4x√g R(g)
sum over histories for single particle/universe
making sense of (*): discretize = divide S into chunks (→M divided into chunks)
⇒ hij, gµν → finite number of variables {Le}, S(g) → S∆(Le), e.g. Regge action

Z∆ =

Z

DLe e− S∆(Le)
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ASIDE: ANALOGY WITH GRAVITY

N.B. Spin Foam models (LQG path integral): a) discretize spacetime, insert
basis of LQG states in LQG evolution operator ; b) use discrete gravity path
integral in group variables, re-write in terms of representations
2nd quantization of gravity? a) field on space of geometries; b) all possible
interactions (creation/annihilation) of universes (topology change)?
Ψ(hij) → φ(hij) on (super-)space of metrics on S3

S(φ) = −1
2

Z

Dhij φ(hij)Hφ(hij) + λ

Z

Dhij φn,

withH =Wheeler-DeWitt operator, and a (non-local) interaction term
Z =

R

Dφ eiS(φ) =
P

M λVZM =
P

M λV
R

g(M)
Dg ei S(g;M)

Feynman diagramsM:
+ + +........

“impossible”to define in proper mathematical way
but: alternative interpretation of discrete gravity path integral? sum over
histories for interactions of “quanta of space”(of field on discrete space of
geometries) - Z∆ =

R

DLe e− S∆(Le) = Feynman amplitude for single
interaction history of “quanta of space”? ⇒ GFT !!!

field on "space of (spatial) geometries (for given topology)"


+ sum over topologies generated as perturbative expansion


+ gravity path integral as Feynman amplitude 

S�(a, G,⇤) = � 4⇡

G
�(�) +

⇤a

G
t�SGR =

Z

S
d2x

p
g (�R(g) + ⇤) = � 4⇡ � + ⇤ AS

sum over geometries on each simplicial complex + sum over complexes of all topologies

A� =

Z
Dg� ei S�(g�)Z =

X

�

gV� N� =
X

�

e+ 4⇡
G �(�)� a⇤

G t�From matrix model:
g = e�

⇤a
G N = e+ 4⇡

G

Matrix models

topologies ~wormholes (2d setting is crucial)



control over random matrix models

• in large-N limit, planar (spherical) diagrams dominate, i.e. trivial topology
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Matrix models (Migdal, Kazakov, David, Duplantier, Ambjorn, Kawai, Di Francesco, Zuber, Brezin, .....)

Quantum 2d spacetime as (statistical) superposition of discrete surfaces

"Microscopic" dynamics:

S(M) =
1
2
trM2 � gp

N
trM3 =

1
2
M i

jK
jl

kiM
k

l �
gp
N

M i
jM

m
nMk

l V
jnl

mki

Kjl
ki = �j

k �l
i V jnl

mki = �j
m �n

k �l
i

GFT ROOTS GFT OVERVIEW OF RESULTS CONCLUSIONS

FIRST ROOT: MATRIX MODELS

(quantum) 2d spacetime as a (statistical) superposition of discrete surfaces

building block of space: Mi
j i, j = 1, ...,N N × N hermitian matrix

microscopic dynamics:

S(M, λ) =
1

2
M

i
j M

j
i −

λ√
N
M

i
j M

j
k M

k
i

Z =

Z
DM e

− S(M) =
X

Γ

„
λ√
N

« 1
2

ZΓ =
X

Γ

λVΓ N
χΓ

`
K−1

´
jkli

Vjmknli









 









simplicial intepretation:
M

M

M

ij

jk
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i

j

k

M M
ij ji

i

j

Γ$ 2d simplicial complex∆ (triangulation)

$ 2d discrete spacetime

fundamental building blocks are 1d simplices with no additional data;

microscopic dynamics: no GR, pure 2d combinatorics & geometry
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Notice: no GR input, pure 2d combinatorics (and simplicial geometry)

Fundamental building block of (quantum) space: (hermitian) matrix
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LECTURE 1 LECTURE 2 LECTURE 3 LECTURE 4

MATRIX MODELS AND CONTINUUM 2D GR

.........................
expectation value of area of surface:
〈A〉 = a 〈t∆〉 = 〈VΓ〉 = a ∂

∂g ln Z0(g) # a
g−gc

, for large V; diverges when
g → gc
thus we can send area of triangle a → 0 and t = V → ∞ (continuum limit), while
sending g → gc, to get finite continuum macroscopic area
this defines continuum limit
results obtained in this limit match those obtained with continuum 2d gravity path
integral (when this can be computed)

question: continuum limit with contributions from non-trivial topologies?
(topology-changing processes, interaction of universes...)

double-scaling limit

Zh(g) #
P

V V
(β−2)χ

2 −1
“

g
gc

”V
# fh (g− gc)

(2−β)χ
2

define κ−1 = N (g− gc)
(2−β)

2 , so that we get:

Z #
X

h
κ2h−2fh = κ−2f0 + f1 + κ2f2 + .......

take combined limits N → ∞ and g → gc holding κ fixed⇒ continuum theory to
which all topologies contribute
this is beyond what can be computed with continuum theory

very many results in 2d quantum gravity context, and in others............

= phase transition (condensation) to theory of large continuum surfaces• continuum limit

expectation value for the total area of surface, for large number of vertices,  is:

• which continuum theory does it correspond to? 2d quantum Liouville gravity

• double scaling limit:

defining:
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we get:
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can take combined limit continuum limit to which all 
topologies contribute!

3rd quantization of 2d Liouville (euclidean) QG



Construction generalized to D dimensions (tensor models generating D-dimensional simplicial complexes)

Tensor models (Ambjorn, Durhuus, Sasakura, …, Gurau, Rivasseau, Bonzom, Ryan, Benedetti, Ben Geloun, Tanasa, …..)

Ti1...iD
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corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor
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corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor

action: S(T ) =
1

2
Ti1,...,iDTi1...iD +

�

ND(D�1)/4

DY

k=0

T~ik
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pattern of gluing of D+1 (D-1)-simplices 
to form boundary of D-simplex
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<latexit sha1_base64="iVlw5LqpuIFBz4/CZslGwVGOHgQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikUL0V9eCxQr+gDWGz3bRLN5u4uymU0N/hxYMiXv0x3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0E47u535lQqVgsmnqaUC/CQ8FCRrA2ktf0M+a7tm0z/37mlyuO7SyA1ombkwrkaPjlr/4gJmlEhSYcK9VznUR7GZaaEU5npX6qaILJGA9pz1CBI6q8bHH0DF0YZYDCWJoSGi3U3xMZjpSaRoHpjLAeqVVvLv7n9VIdXnsZE0mqqSDLRWHKkY7RPAE0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNTyYTgrr68TtpXtlu1bx6rlfptHkcRzuAcLsGFGtThARrQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AFxj5FC</latexit>

corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor

Feynman diagrams dual to simplicial D-complexes of any topology


Quantum dynamics: Z =
Z
DT e�S(T,�) =

X

�

�V�

sym(�)
Z� =

X

�

�V�

sym(�)
NF�� 3

2 V�V�
D(D � 1)

4

<latexit sha1_base64="5m0L/0JoHQZphk38xEfGCE28D0Y=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahgpZECuquaEGXFewDmhAm00kdOpOEmYlQQsCNv+LGhSJu/Ql3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HuPHzMqlWV9G4WFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pyygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjIakpahipBsLgrjPSMcfXo39zgMRkkbhnRrFxOVoENKAYqS05Jl7bc+5Rpwj59gJBMJpo9I4sY+ytJZ5ZtmqWhPAeWLnpAxyND3zy+lHOOEkVJghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoSHaEB6moaIE+mmkx8yeKiVPgwioStUcKL+nkgRl3LEfd3JkbqXs95Y/M/rJSo4d1MaxokiIZ4uChIGVQTHgcA+FQQrNtIEYUH1rRDfIx2F0rGVdAj27MvzpH1atWvVi9tauX6Zx1EE++AAVIANzkAd3IAmaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWgpHP7II/MD5/ABW4loo=</latexit>

action: S(T ) =
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2
Ti1,...,iDTi1...iD +

�

ND(D�1)/4

DY

k=0

T~ik

<latexit sha1_base64="+BTicUJ+etIqyVP2cwKudJ6ywB8=">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</latexit>

pattern of gluing of D+1 (D-1)-simplices 
to form boundary of D-simplex



Construction generalized to D dimensions (tensor models generating D-dimensional simplicial complexes)

Tensor models (Ambjorn, Durhuus, Sasakura, …, Gurau, Rivasseau, Bonzom, Ryan, Benedetti, Ben Geloun, Tanasa, …..)

Ti1...iD

<latexit sha1_base64="iVlw5LqpuIFBz4/CZslGwVGOHgQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikUL0V9eCxQr+gDWGz3bRLN5u4uymU0N/hxYMiXv0x3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0E47u535lQqVgsmnqaUC/CQ8FCRrA2ktf0M+a7tm0z/37mlyuO7SyA1ombkwrkaPjlr/4gJmlEhSYcK9VznUR7GZaaEU5npX6qaILJGA9pz1CBI6q8bHH0DF0YZYDCWJoSGi3U3xMZjpSaRoHpjLAeqVVvLv7n9VIdXnsZE0mqqSDLRWHKkY7RPAE0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNTyYTgrr68TtpXtlu1bx6rlfptHkcRzuAcLsGFGtThARrQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AFxj5FC</latexit>

corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor

Feynman diagrams dual to simplicial D-complexes of any topology


Quantum dynamics: Z =
Z
DT e�S(T,�) =
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Z� =
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4

<latexit sha1_base64="5m0L/0JoHQZphk38xEfGCE28D0Y=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahgpZECuquaEGXFewDmhAm00kdOpOEmYlQQsCNv+LGhSJu/Ql3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HuPHzMqlWV9G4WFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pyygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjIakpahipBsLgrjPSMcfXo39zgMRkkbhnRrFxOVoENKAYqS05Jl7bc+5Rpwj59gJBMJpo9I4sY+ytJZ5ZtmqWhPAeWLnpAxyND3zy+lHOOEkVJghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoSHaEB6moaIE+mmkx8yeKiVPgwioStUcKL+nkgRl3LEfd3JkbqXs95Y/M/rJSo4d1MaxokiIZ4uChIGVQTHgcA+FQQrNtIEYUH1rRDfIx2F0rGVdAj27MvzpH1atWvVi9tauX6Zx1EE++AAVIANzkAd3IAmaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWgpHP7II/MD5/ABW4loo=</latexit>
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Ti1,...,iDTi1...iD +
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ND(D�1)/4
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k=0

T~ik

<latexit sha1_base64="+BTicUJ+etIqyVP2cwKudJ6ywB8=">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</latexit>

pattern of gluing of D+1 (D-1)-simplices 
to form boundary of D-simplex

example: D = 3



Construction generalized to D dimensions (tensor models generating D-dimensional simplicial complexes)

Tensor models (Ambjorn, Durhuus, Sasakura, …, Gurau, Rivasseau, Bonzom, Ryan, Benedetti, Ben Geloun, Tanasa, …..)

Ti1...iD

<latexit sha1_base64="iVlw5LqpuIFBz4/CZslGwVGOHgQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikUL0V9eCxQr+gDWGz3bRLN5u4uymU0N/hxYMiXv0x3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0E47u535lQqVgsmnqaUC/CQ8FCRrA2ktf0M+a7tm0z/37mlyuO7SyA1ombkwrkaPjlr/4gJmlEhSYcK9VznUR7GZaaEU5npX6qaILJGA9pz1CBI6q8bHH0DF0YZYDCWJoSGi3U3xMZjpSaRoHpjLAeqVVvLv7n9VIdXnsZE0mqqSDLRWHKkY7RPAE0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNTyYTgrr68TtpXtlu1bx6rlfptHkcRzuAcLsGFGtThARrQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AFxj5FC</latexit>

corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor

Feynman diagrams dual to simplicial D-complexes of any topology


Quantum dynamics: Z =
Z
DT e�S(T,�) =
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�V�

sym(�)
Z� =

X
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sym(�)
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4

<latexit sha1_base64="5m0L/0JoHQZphk38xEfGCE28D0Y=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahgpZECuquaEGXFewDmhAm00kdOpOEmYlQQsCNv+LGhSJu/Ql3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HuPHzMqlWV9G4WFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pyygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjIakpahipBsLgrjPSMcfXo39zgMRkkbhnRrFxOVoENKAYqS05Jl7bc+5Rpwj59gJBMJpo9I4sY+ytJZ5ZtmqWhPAeWLnpAxyND3zy+lHOOEkVJghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoSHaEB6moaIE+mmkx8yeKiVPgwioStUcKL+nkgRl3LEfd3JkbqXs95Y/M/rJSo4d1MaxokiIZ4uChIGVQTHgcA+FQQrNtIEYUH1rRDfIx2F0rGVdAj27MvzpH1atWvVi9tauX6Zx1EE++AAVIANzkAd3IAmaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWgpHP7II/MD5/ABW4loo=</latexit>

action: S(T ) =
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Ti1,...,iDTi1...iD +
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ND(D�1)/4
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k=0

T~ik

<latexit sha1_base64="+BTicUJ+etIqyVP2cwKudJ6ywB8=">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</latexit>

pattern of gluing of D+1 (D-1)-simplices 
to form boundary of D-simplex

example: D = 3

• Feynman amplitudes =  discrete gravity 
path integral on equilateral lattice        



• purely combinatorial 3rd quantization


• all topologies  (not just wormholes) included in perturbative sum


• also spatial topologies can be dynamical


• finite system - correspondence to gravity to be looked for in continuum large-N limit

Construction generalized to D dimensions (tensor models generating D-dimensional simplicial complexes)

Tensor models (Ambjorn, Durhuus, Sasakura, …, Gurau, Rivasseau, Bonzom, Ryan, Benedetti, Ben Geloun, Tanasa, …..)

Ti1...iD

<latexit sha1_base64="iVlw5LqpuIFBz4/CZslGwVGOHgQ=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0ikUL0V9eCxQr+gDWGz3bRLN5u4uymU0N/hxYMiXv0x3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBQlnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnbRWnktAWiXksuwFWlDNBW5ppTruJpDgKOO0E47u535lQqVgsmnqaUC/CQ8FCRrA2ktf0M+a7tm0z/37mlyuO7SyA1ombkwrkaPjlr/4gJmlEhSYcK9VznUR7GZaaEU5npX6qaILJGA9pz1CBI6q8bHH0DF0YZYDCWJoSGi3U3xMZjpSaRoHpjLAeqVVvLv7n9VIdXnsZE0mqqSDLRWHKkY7RPAE0YJISzaeGYCKZuRWREZaYaJNTyYTgrr68TtpXtlu1bx6rlfptHkcRzuAcLsGFGtThARrQAgJP8Ayv8GZNrBfr3fpYthasfOYU/sD6/AFxj5FC</latexit>

corresponding to a (D-1)-simplex
real rank-D tensor

Feynman diagrams dual to simplicial D-complexes of any topology


Quantum dynamics: Z =
Z
DT e�S(T,�) =
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�V�

sym(�)
Z� =

X
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4

<latexit sha1_base64="5m0L/0JoHQZphk38xEfGCE28D0Y=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahgpZECuquaEGXFewDmhAm00kdOpOEmYlQQsCNv+LGhSJu/Ql3/o3TNgttPXDhcM693HuPHzMqlWV9G4WFxaXlleJqaW19Y3PL3N5pyygRmLRwxCLR9ZEkjIakpahipBsLgrjPSMcfXo39zgMRkkbhnRrFxOVoENKAYqS05Jl7bc+5Rpwj59gJBMJpo9I4sY+ytJZ5ZtmqWhPAeWLnpAxyND3zy+lHOOEkVJghKXu2FSs3RUJRzEhWchJJYoSHaEB6moaIE+mmkx8yeKiVPgwioStUcKL+nkgRl3LEfd3JkbqXs95Y/M/rJSo4d1MaxokiIZ4uChIGVQTHgcA+FQQrNtIEYUH1rRDfIx2F0rGVdAj27MvzpH1atWvVi9tauX6Zx1EE++AAVIANzkAd3IAmaAEMHsEzeAVvxpPxYrwbH9PWgpHP7II/MD5/ABW4loo=</latexit>

action: S(T ) =
1

2
Ti1,...,iDTi1...iD +

�

ND(D�1)/4

DY

k=0

T~ik

<latexit sha1_base64="+BTicUJ+etIqyVP2cwKudJ6ywB8=">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</latexit>

pattern of gluing of D+1 (D-1)-simplices 
to form boundary of D-simplex

example: D = 3

• Feynman amplitudes =  discrete gravity 
path integral on equilateral lattice        



toward a full 3rd quantization picture (i.e. richer field domain & quantum geometry)

adding data to the tensors: tensorial group field theories



toward a full 3rd quantization picture (i.e. richer field domain & quantum geometry)

adding data to the tensors: tensorial group field theories

<latexit sha1_base64="V15TTnMcARNbPDy0GqGS35myxFc=">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</latexit>

Ti1,...,ID �! '(g1, ..., gD) ' : GD ! C
G = Lie group


(can extend to quantum groups)

domain can be extended to include local directions
<latexit sha1_base64="yakcw+G9DLTEEeg7i4KWALayj2g=">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</latexit>

'(g1, ..., gD; ~�) ' : GD ⇥ Rd ! C



toward a full 3rd quantization picture (i.e. richer field domain & quantum geometry)

adding data to the tensors: tensorial group field theories

• field theory action with non-local interactions, describing how simplices connect to form higher-cells

details depend on (class of) models

S(',') =
1
2

Z
[dgi]'(gi)K(gi)'(gi) +

�

D!

Z
[dgia]'(gi1)....'(ḡiD)V(gia, ḡiD) + c.c.

“combinatorial non-locality”

in pairing of field arguments

<latexit sha1_base64="V15TTnMcARNbPDy0GqGS35myxFc=">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</latexit>

Ti1,...,ID �! '(g1, ..., gD) ' : GD ! C
G = Lie group


(can extend to quantum groups)

domain can be extended to include local directions
<latexit sha1_base64="yakcw+G9DLTEEeg7i4KWALayj2g=">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</latexit>

'(g1, ..., gD; ~�) ' : GD ⇥ Rd ! C



toward a full 3rd quantization picture (i.e. richer field domain & quantum geometry)

adding data to the tensors: tensorial group field theories

• field theory action with non-local interactions, describing how simplices connect to form higher-cells

details depend on (class of) models

S(',') =
1
2

Z
[dgi]'(gi)K(gi)'(gi) +

�

D!

Z
[dgia]'(gi1)....'(ḡiD)V(gia, ḡiD) + c.c.

“combinatorial non-locality”

in pairing of field arguments
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TGFTs: well defined, controllable QFTs?

simpler TGFT models --> more mathematical control

• large-N limit and melonic regime (N ~size of tensors ~ cut-off in irrep labels)

• perturbative renormalizability

• constructive aspects

• control over topology/combinatorics of TGFT diagrams

fully quantum geometric TGFTs --> more involved quantum amplitudes

• techniques from crystallization theory (colored graphs, ...)  are crucial
Gurau, Rivasseau, Bonzom, Ben Geloun, Tanasa, 
Riello, Carrozza, Kaminski, Ryan, ......

• different dimensions (rank), abelian & non-abelian groups, 
various conditions (e.g. gauge invariance) 

• many renormalizable TGFT models

Benedetti, Ben Geloun, Carrozza, Tanasa, DO, 
Rivasseau, Gurau, Lahoche, Ousmane-Samary, ......

• quantum geometric 4d TGFT models (GFTs) more challenging 

• results on scaling of amplitudes (for some diagrams) ~ radiative corrections 

• (including all those obtained from spin foam perspective)

T. Krajewski et al., ’10; A. Riello, ’13; V. 
Bonzom, B. Dittrich, ’15; P. Dona’, ‘17; 
P. Dona et al, '19; M. Finocchiaro, DO, 

'20; P. Dona et al. '22

Benedetti, Gurau, Rivasseau, .....



TGFTs: well defined, controllable QFTs?

• Functional Renormalization Group analysis

• critical behaviour

• Landau-Ginzburg mean field analysis

simpler TGFT models --> more mathematical control

fully quantum geometric TGFTs --> more involved quantum amplitudes

• under analytic control for tensor models and simple TGFTs

• different dimensions (rank), abelian & non-abelian groups, various conditions (e.g. gauge invariance) 

• flows beyond melonic sector, studies of asymptotic safety/freedom

• analysis of critical behaviour and phase transitions in IR, via FRG, for TGFTs

Ben Geloun, Carrozza, Tanasa, Toriumi, Krajewski, 
Martini, DO, Rivasseau, Gurau, Lahoche, Ousmane-
Samary, Benedetti, Pithis, Thürigen, ..

Marchetti, DO, Pithis, Thurigen, ...

• also for fully quantum geometric models

• mean field approx appears more reliable for more physical GFTs

see talk by A. Pithis



GFTs: basics 4d case - specific class of models Barrett, Crane, De Pietri, Freidel, Krasnov, 
Rovelli, Perez, DO, Livine, ......

see talk by H. Haggard



GFTs: basics

atoms of space ~ quantum 3-simplices with extra scalar dofs
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Rovelli, Perez, DO, Livine, ......

see talk by H. Haggard
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4d case - specific class of models Barrett, Crane, De Pietri, Freidel, Krasnov, 
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atoms of space ~ quantum 3-simplices with extra scalar dofs

X

• geometric variables: triangle vectors ~ su(2) Lie algebra elements
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• observables: e.g. triangle areas,  volume
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see talk by H. Haggard
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Building block of quantum space as a spin network vertex:

(different perspective: spin networks from canonical quantization of GR in first order variables)
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(in terms of SU(2) irreps)

+ scalar dofs
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⌦L2(R⇥ ...⇥ R)

4d case - specific class of models Barrett, Crane, De Pietri, Freidel, Krasnov, 
Rovelli, Perez, DO, Livine, ......

see talk by H. Haggard



GFTs: basics 4d case - specific class of models

• equivalent representation:
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L2(SU(2)4/SU(2)) (quantum geometry dofs)

Barrett, Crane, De Pietri, Freidel, Krasnov, 
Rovelli, Perez, DO, Livine, ......
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n1...n4
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L2(SU(2)4/SU(2)) (quantum geometry dofs)

• Fock space

Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
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⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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triangulations (quantum gravity as a sum over random lattices) [8] and the main idea of quantum
Regge calculus[6] (quantum gravity as a sum over geometric data assigned to a give lattice).

In the following we will highlight structures and concepts shared with other ways of doing loop
quantum gravity, as well as points of departure and new concepts brought in by the GFT refor-
mulation. We will also discuss how GFTs cast the problem of defining a background independent
theory of quantum gravity based on LQG ideas in a more or less standard QFT language. This
allows the use of several powerful tools, to realise concretely the suggestive notion of ‘atoms of
quantum space’and to treat spacetime, indeed, like a condensed matter (or many-atom) quantum
system, suggesting new lines of developments.

GFT KINEMATICS: HILBERT SPACE AND OBSERVABLES

Fock space of quantum states - The Hilbert space of states for single-field GFTs is a
Fock space built out of a fundamental ‘single-atom’ Hilbert space Hv = L

2(G⇥d): F(Hv) =
L

1

V=0 sym

n⇣
H(1)

v ⌦H(2)
v ⌦ · · ·⌦H(V )

v

⌘o
, where sym indicates symmetrisation with respect to

the permutation group SV [16]. This encodes a bosonic statistics for field operators (other possibil-
ities can be considered [17, 18], but they have not been used in the spin foam and LQG context):

h
'̂(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= IG(~g,~g0)

⇥
'̂(~g) , '̂(~g0)

⇤
=

h
'̂
†(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= 0 (3)

where IG(~g,~g0) ⌘
Qd

i=1 �(gi(g
0

i)
�1), and we used the notation ~g = (g1, .., gd).

In quantum gravity models the group G is chosen to be the local gauge group of gravity in the
appropriate space-time dimension and signature, i.e. G = SU(2), SL(2,R) in 3 dimensions and
G = Spin(4), SL(2,C) in dimension 4 (or their rotation subgroup SU(2), in order to connect with
LQG).

Each Hilbert space Hv provides the space of states of a single ”quantum” of the GFT field, a
quantum gravity ‘atom’. It can be understood as a fundamental spin network vertex, represented
by a node with d outgoing links (ending up in 1-valent nodes), labelled by group elements, or as
a 3-cell (polyhedron) with d boundary faces. This just a pictorial representation. Whether the
states represent quantum gravity spin network vertices or geometric polyhedra depends on the
type of data they carry and the dynamics they satisfy. For G = SU(2), and with the closure
condition '(gI) = '(hgI) 8h 2 G imposed on the fields, however, the polyhedral interpretation
is justified and the same is true for G = SL(2,C) and G = Spin(4) with simplicity constraints and
closure conditions correctly imposed. In particular, for d = 4, the GFT quanta represent quantum
tetrahedra, about which a lot is known in the spin foam literature [19]. In this last case, the basic
Hilbert space is Hv =

L
Ji2N/2 Inv

�
HJ1 ⌦ ...⌦HJ4

�
, where each HJi is the Hilbert space of an

irreducible unitary representation of SU(2) labeled by the half-integer Ji.

Quantum observables - Kinematical observables are functionals of the field operators O
�
'̂, '̂

†
�
.

Of special importance are polynomial observables, whose evaluation in the vacuum state defines
to GFT n-point functions[20]. Any convolution of a finite number of GFT field operators with
appropriate kernels would define one such observable, as in any quantum field theory. The pecu-
liarity of GFTs, with respect to ordinary QFTs, is the possibility for these kernels to have a richer
combinatorial structure, involving a non-local pairing of field arguments, i.e. relating only a subset
of the d arguments of a given GFT field with a subset of the arguments of a di↵erent one. Of
particular interest for LQG are ‘spin network observables’:

O
 =(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

('̂†) =

0

@
Y

(i)

Z
[dgia]

1

A 
(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

(giag
�1
jb )

Y

i

'̂
†(gia), (4)
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• GFT field operators (creating/annihilating tetrahedra):
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Clearly, if one wants to introduce more (say n) than one minimally coupled massless

scalar field, the group field operator becomes '̂(gI ,�a) ⌘ '̂(gI ,�1, . . . ,�n), with a =

1, . . . , n. Of course, the commutation relation in (2.6a) has to be changed consistently, so

that h
'̂(gI ,�

a), '̂†
�
hI , (�

0)a
�i

= IG(gI , hI)�(n)
�
�a � (�0)a

�
. (2.13)

Importantly, this change on the kinematic structure of the Fock space is reflected also in

the second quantized operators, which now involve integrals over all the possible values of

�a 2 Rn. For instance, the number operator reads

N̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI '̂

†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) . (2.14a)

A crucial quantity for describing cosmological geometries is the volume operator

V̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI dg

0

I '̂
†(gI ,�

a)V (gI , g
0

I)'̂(g
0

I ,�
a) , (2.14b)

whose matrix elements V (gI , g0I) are defined from those of the first quantized volume op-

erator in the group representation5.

The presence of “pre-matter” data allows for the construction of a set of observables

naturally related to them, through polynomials and derivatives with respect to �a for each

a = 1, . . . , n. In particular, the two fundamental, self-adjoint ones that can be obtained in

this way are the “scalar field operator” and the “momentum operator” [53]:

X̂b ⌘
Z

dn�

Z
dgI �

b'̂†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) , (2.14c)

⇧̂b =
1

i

Z
dn�

Z
dgI


'̂†(gI ,�

a)

✓
@

@�b
'̂(gI ,�

a)

◆�
, (2.14d)

whose expectation values on appropriate semi-classical and continuum states should be

associated to the scalar field itself and possibly its momentum, which are at the core of a

relational definition of dynamics and evolution [18], as we will briefly review below.

2.2 Continuum geometries, e↵ective relationality and GFT condensates

In order to describe the relational evolution of cosmological small inhomogeneities, one

necessary step is to identify a class of quantum states which admit some “proto-geometric”

interpretation in terms of approximate continuum geometries. This allows to define an

e↵ective notion of relational evolution, whose general definition in a “pre-geometric” sector

of an emergent quantum gravity theory (such as a GFT) is instead technically and concep-

tually very complicated [18], as we have discussed in Section 1. Such “proto-geometric”

states are expected to be the result of some form of coarse-graining over the fundamental,

microscopic degrees of freedom, and thus to show some form of collective behavior. In a

sense, they are associated to a hydrodynamic description of the underlying quantum grav-

ity model. The simplest form of such collective behavior is shown by coherent (or, more

5Such an operator is diagonal in the spin representation, with eigenvalues ⇠ j3/2 for the EPRL-like

model we are considering here and ⇠ ⇢3/2 for the extended BC model.
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 (g1, ..., g4) =  (g1h, ..., g4h) =
X

{ji,mi;I}

 j1...j4;I
m1...m4

Dj1
m1n1

(g1)...D
j4
m4n4

(g4)C
j1...j4I
n1...n4

thus
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L2(SU(2)4/SU(2)) (quantum geometry dofs)

• discrete (collective) quantum geometric observables
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I. INTRODUCTION

V̂tot =

Z
[dgi][dg

0
j ]'̂

†(gi)V (gi, g
0
j) '̂(g

0
j) =

X

Ji

'̂†(Ji)V (Ji) '̂(Jj) (1)

• Fock space

Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
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�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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I
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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I )⇤(gIg
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I
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) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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⇥
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⇥
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�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
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Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
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I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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triangulations (quantum gravity as a sum over random lattices) [8] and the main idea of quantum
Regge calculus[6] (quantum gravity as a sum over geometric data assigned to a give lattice).

In the following we will highlight structures and concepts shared with other ways of doing loop
quantum gravity, as well as points of departure and new concepts brought in by the GFT refor-
mulation. We will also discuss how GFTs cast the problem of defining a background independent
theory of quantum gravity based on LQG ideas in a more or less standard QFT language. This
allows the use of several powerful tools, to realise concretely the suggestive notion of ‘atoms of
quantum space’and to treat spacetime, indeed, like a condensed matter (or many-atom) quantum
system, suggesting new lines of developments.

GFT KINEMATICS: HILBERT SPACE AND OBSERVABLES

Fock space of quantum states - The Hilbert space of states for single-field GFTs is a
Fock space built out of a fundamental ‘single-atom’ Hilbert space Hv = L

2(G⇥d): F(Hv) =
L

1

V=0 sym

n⇣
H(1)

v ⌦H(2)
v ⌦ · · ·⌦H(V )

v

⌘o
, where sym indicates symmetrisation with respect to

the permutation group SV [16]. This encodes a bosonic statistics for field operators (other possibil-
ities can be considered [17, 18], but they have not been used in the spin foam and LQG context):

h
'̂(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= IG(~g,~g0)

⇥
'̂(~g) , '̂(~g0)

⇤
=

h
'̂
†(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= 0 (3)

where IG(~g,~g0) ⌘
Qd

i=1 �(gi(g
0

i)
�1), and we used the notation ~g = (g1, .., gd).

In quantum gravity models the group G is chosen to be the local gauge group of gravity in the
appropriate space-time dimension and signature, i.e. G = SU(2), SL(2,R) in 3 dimensions and
G = Spin(4), SL(2,C) in dimension 4 (or their rotation subgroup SU(2), in order to connect with
LQG).

Each Hilbert space Hv provides the space of states of a single ”quantum” of the GFT field, a
quantum gravity ‘atom’. It can be understood as a fundamental spin network vertex, represented
by a node with d outgoing links (ending up in 1-valent nodes), labelled by group elements, or as
a 3-cell (polyhedron) with d boundary faces. This just a pictorial representation. Whether the
states represent quantum gravity spin network vertices or geometric polyhedra depends on the
type of data they carry and the dynamics they satisfy. For G = SU(2), and with the closure
condition '(gI) = '(hgI) 8h 2 G imposed on the fields, however, the polyhedral interpretation
is justified and the same is true for G = SL(2,C) and G = Spin(4) with simplicity constraints and
closure conditions correctly imposed. In particular, for d = 4, the GFT quanta represent quantum
tetrahedra, about which a lot is known in the spin foam literature [19]. In this last case, the basic
Hilbert space is Hv =

L
Ji2N/2 Inv

�
HJ1 ⌦ ...⌦HJ4

�
, where each HJi is the Hilbert space of an

irreducible unitary representation of SU(2) labeled by the half-integer Ji.

Quantum observables - Kinematical observables are functionals of the field operators O
�
'̂, '̂

†
�
.

Of special importance are polynomial observables, whose evaluation in the vacuum state defines
to GFT n-point functions[20]. Any convolution of a finite number of GFT field operators with
appropriate kernels would define one such observable, as in any quantum field theory. The pecu-
liarity of GFTs, with respect to ordinary QFTs, is the possibility for these kernels to have a richer
combinatorial structure, involving a non-local pairing of field arguments, i.e. relating only a subset
of the d arguments of a given GFT field with a subset of the arguments of a di↵erent one. Of
particular interest for LQG are ‘spin network observables’:

O
 =(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

('̂†) =

0

@
Y

(i)

Z
[dgia]

1

A 
(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

(giag
�1
jb )

Y

i

'̂
†(gia), (4)
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• GFT field operators (creating/annihilating tetrahedra):
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Clearly, if one wants to introduce more (say n) than one minimally coupled massless

scalar field, the group field operator becomes '̂(gI ,�a) ⌘ '̂(gI ,�1, . . . ,�n), with a =

1, . . . , n. Of course, the commutation relation in (2.6a) has to be changed consistently, so

that h
'̂(gI ,�

a), '̂†
�
hI , (�

0)a
�i

= IG(gI , hI)�(n)
�
�a � (�0)a

�
. (2.13)

Importantly, this change on the kinematic structure of the Fock space is reflected also in

the second quantized operators, which now involve integrals over all the possible values of

�a 2 Rn. For instance, the number operator reads

N̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI '̂

†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) . (2.14a)

A crucial quantity for describing cosmological geometries is the volume operator

V̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI dg

0

I '̂
†(gI ,�

a)V (gI , g
0

I)'̂(g
0

I ,�
a) , (2.14b)

whose matrix elements V (gI , g0I) are defined from those of the first quantized volume op-

erator in the group representation5.

The presence of “pre-matter” data allows for the construction of a set of observables

naturally related to them, through polynomials and derivatives with respect to �a for each

a = 1, . . . , n. In particular, the two fundamental, self-adjoint ones that can be obtained in

this way are the “scalar field operator” and the “momentum operator” [53]:

X̂b ⌘
Z

dn�

Z
dgI �

b'̂†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) , (2.14c)

⇧̂b =
1

i

Z
dn�

Z
dgI


'̂†(gI ,�

a)

✓
@

@�b
'̂(gI ,�

a)

◆�
, (2.14d)

whose expectation values on appropriate semi-classical and continuum states should be

associated to the scalar field itself and possibly its momentum, which are at the core of a

relational definition of dynamics and evolution [18], as we will briefly review below.

2.2 Continuum geometries, e↵ective relationality and GFT condensates

In order to describe the relational evolution of cosmological small inhomogeneities, one

necessary step is to identify a class of quantum states which admit some “proto-geometric”

interpretation in terms of approximate continuum geometries. This allows to define an

e↵ective notion of relational evolution, whose general definition in a “pre-geometric” sector

of an emergent quantum gravity theory (such as a GFT) is instead technically and concep-

tually very complicated [18], as we have discussed in Section 1. Such “proto-geometric”

states are expected to be the result of some form of coarse-graining over the fundamental,

microscopic degrees of freedom, and thus to show some form of collective behavior. In a

sense, they are associated to a hydrodynamic description of the underlying quantum grav-

ity model. The simplest form of such collective behavior is shown by coherent (or, more

5Such an operator is diagonal in the spin representation, with eigenvalues ⇠ j3/2 for the EPRL-like

model we are considering here and ⇠ ⇢3/2 for the extended BC model.
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• equivalent representation:
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I. INTRODUCTION

V̂tot =

Z
[dgi][dg

0
j ]'̂

†(gi)V (gi, g
0
j) '̂(g

0
j) =

X

Ji

'̂†(Ji)V (Ji) '̂(Jj) (1)

• Fock space

Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
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⇥
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�V5
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
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to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2
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�1
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†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find
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triangulations (quantum gravity as a sum over random lattices) [8] and the main idea of quantum
Regge calculus[6] (quantum gravity as a sum over geometric data assigned to a give lattice).

In the following we will highlight structures and concepts shared with other ways of doing loop
quantum gravity, as well as points of departure and new concepts brought in by the GFT refor-
mulation. We will also discuss how GFTs cast the problem of defining a background independent
theory of quantum gravity based on LQG ideas in a more or less standard QFT language. This
allows the use of several powerful tools, to realise concretely the suggestive notion of ‘atoms of
quantum space’and to treat spacetime, indeed, like a condensed matter (or many-atom) quantum
system, suggesting new lines of developments.

GFT KINEMATICS: HILBERT SPACE AND OBSERVABLES

Fock space of quantum states - The Hilbert space of states for single-field GFTs is a
Fock space built out of a fundamental ‘single-atom’ Hilbert space Hv = L

2(G⇥d): F(Hv) =
L

1

V=0 sym

n⇣
H(1)

v ⌦H(2)
v ⌦ · · ·⌦H(V )

v

⌘o
, where sym indicates symmetrisation with respect to

the permutation group SV [16]. This encodes a bosonic statistics for field operators (other possibil-
ities can be considered [17, 18], but they have not been used in the spin foam and LQG context):

h
'̂(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= IG(~g,~g0)

⇥
'̂(~g) , '̂(~g0)

⇤
=

h
'̂
†(~g) , '̂†(~g0)

i
= 0 (3)

where IG(~g,~g0) ⌘
Qd

i=1 �(gi(g
0

i)
�1), and we used the notation ~g = (g1, .., gd).

In quantum gravity models the group G is chosen to be the local gauge group of gravity in the
appropriate space-time dimension and signature, i.e. G = SU(2), SL(2,R) in 3 dimensions and
G = Spin(4), SL(2,C) in dimension 4 (or their rotation subgroup SU(2), in order to connect with
LQG).

Each Hilbert space Hv provides the space of states of a single ”quantum” of the GFT field, a
quantum gravity ‘atom’. It can be understood as a fundamental spin network vertex, represented
by a node with d outgoing links (ending up in 1-valent nodes), labelled by group elements, or as
a 3-cell (polyhedron) with d boundary faces. This just a pictorial representation. Whether the
states represent quantum gravity spin network vertices or geometric polyhedra depends on the
type of data they carry and the dynamics they satisfy. For G = SU(2), and with the closure
condition '(gI) = '(hgI) 8h 2 G imposed on the fields, however, the polyhedral interpretation
is justified and the same is true for G = SL(2,C) and G = Spin(4) with simplicity constraints and
closure conditions correctly imposed. In particular, for d = 4, the GFT quanta represent quantum
tetrahedra, about which a lot is known in the spin foam literature [19]. In this last case, the basic
Hilbert space is Hv =

L
Ji2N/2 Inv

�
HJ1 ⌦ ...⌦HJ4

�
, where each HJi is the Hilbert space of an

irreducible unitary representation of SU(2) labeled by the half-integer Ji.

Quantum observables - Kinematical observables are functionals of the field operators O
�
'̂, '̂

†
�
.

Of special importance are polynomial observables, whose evaluation in the vacuum state defines
to GFT n-point functions[20]. Any convolution of a finite number of GFT field operators with
appropriate kernels would define one such observable, as in any quantum field theory. The pecu-
liarity of GFTs, with respect to ordinary QFTs, is the possibility for these kernels to have a richer
combinatorial structure, involving a non-local pairing of field arguments, i.e. relating only a subset
of the d arguments of a given GFT field with a subset of the arguments of a di↵erent one. Of
particular interest for LQG are ‘spin network observables’:

O
 =(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

('̂†) =

0

@
Y

(i)

Z
[dgia]

1

A 
(�,J

(ab)
(ij) ,◆i)

(giag
�1
jb )

Y

i

'̂
†(gia), (4)
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• GFT field operators (creating/annihilating tetrahedra):
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Clearly, if one wants to introduce more (say n) than one minimally coupled massless

scalar field, the group field operator becomes '̂(gI ,�a) ⌘ '̂(gI ,�1, . . . ,�n), with a =

1, . . . , n. Of course, the commutation relation in (2.6a) has to be changed consistently, so

that h
'̂(gI ,�

a), '̂†
�
hI , (�

0)a
�i

= IG(gI , hI)�(n)
�
�a � (�0)a

�
. (2.13)

Importantly, this change on the kinematic structure of the Fock space is reflected also in

the second quantized operators, which now involve integrals over all the possible values of

�a 2 Rn. For instance, the number operator reads

N̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI '̂

†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) . (2.14a)

A crucial quantity for describing cosmological geometries is the volume operator

V̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI dg

0

I '̂
†(gI ,�

a)V (gI , g
0

I)'̂(g
0

I ,�
a) , (2.14b)

whose matrix elements V (gI , g0I) are defined from those of the first quantized volume op-

erator in the group representation5.

The presence of “pre-matter” data allows for the construction of a set of observables

naturally related to them, through polynomials and derivatives with respect to �a for each

a = 1, . . . , n. In particular, the two fundamental, self-adjoint ones that can be obtained in

this way are the “scalar field operator” and the “momentum operator” [53]:

X̂b ⌘
Z

dn�

Z
dgI �

b'̂†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) , (2.14c)

⇧̂b =
1

i

Z
dn�

Z
dgI


'̂†(gI ,�

a)

✓
@

@�b
'̂(gI ,�

a)

◆�
, (2.14d)

whose expectation values on appropriate semi-classical and continuum states should be

associated to the scalar field itself and possibly its momentum, which are at the core of a

relational definition of dynamics and evolution [18], as we will briefly review below.

2.2 Continuum geometries, e↵ective relationality and GFT condensates

In order to describe the relational evolution of cosmological small inhomogeneities, one

necessary step is to identify a class of quantum states which admit some “proto-geometric”

interpretation in terms of approximate continuum geometries. This allows to define an

e↵ective notion of relational evolution, whose general definition in a “pre-geometric” sector

of an emergent quantum gravity theory (such as a GFT) is instead technically and concep-

tually very complicated [18], as we have discussed in Section 1. Such “proto-geometric”

states are expected to be the result of some form of coarse-graining over the fundamental,

microscopic degrees of freedom, and thus to show some form of collective behavior. In a

sense, they are associated to a hydrodynamic description of the underlying quantum grav-

ity model. The simplest form of such collective behavior is shown by coherent (or, more

5Such an operator is diagonal in the spin representation, with eigenvalues ⇠ j3/2 for the EPRL-like

model we are considering here and ⇠ ⇢3/2 for the extended BC model.
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Spin networks = graphs dual to simplicial complexes

▪ edges carrying SU(2) spins

▪ open edges carrying SU(2) magnetic indices

▪ nodes carrying intertwiners (gauge invariant tensors)

As kinematical states, spin networks enter* various related QG approaches:

• Loop quantum gravity (canonical quantization of general relativity)

• Spin foam models (covariant LQG or gravity as generalized lattice gauge theory)

• Group field theory (quantum field theory for simplicial geometry)

*with different Hilbert space structures for graph superposition!

SPIN NETWORK FORMALISM FOR QUANTUM SPACETIME

SPIN NETWORK GRAPHSIMPLICIAL COMLEX

9

• maximal entanglement of "triangle dofs" ~ gluing of tetrahedra across triangle

entangled states ~ extended simplicial complexes

TGFT as a field theory of simplicial geometry

Gluing tetrahedra = discrete space connectivity = entanglement between “atoms of space”

LQG: space(time) from entangled states of quantum geometry

a

b

Entanglement of a Wilson line

in the Hilbert space decomposition the Wilson loop pure state reads

=
1p

2j + 1

2j+1X

c=1

hU |�1, j, a, ci hU |�2, j, c, bi
c

{|�, j, a, ci}, {|�, j, c, bi} orthonormal sets in H�1 , H�2

|�, j, a, bi = 1p
2j + 1

2j+1X

c=1

|�, j, a, ci ⌦ |�, j, c, bi

w/

define the reduced density matrix ⇢1 = Tr2[|�, j, a, bih�, j, a, b|]

S(�1) = �Tr[⇢1 log ⇢1] = log(2j + 1)

entanglement entropy of the wilson line

maximally mixed state

LQG structural level:

Donnelly 2012

gravity as a lattice gauge theory on a superposition of SU(2)/SL(2,C)  spin-network graphs 

diffeos compatible definition of entanglement: localisation 
and boundary charges — holographic dualities?

=> space geometry from pre-geometry, ent & coarse graining 

 (study of continuum limit) Girelli Livine 05, Livine Terno 2005-08

Charles Livine 2016, GC Mele, Vitale, Oriti

Delcamp Dittrich Riello, Geiller 16-17

Freidel Donnelly 16

Area law for entanglement entropy as a signature of good semiclassical behaviour:

Bianchi Guglielmon Hackll Yokomizo 16
 GC Rovelli Haggard Riello Ruggiero 14-15, Hamma Hung Marciano Zhang 15

Bianchi Myers 2012

 GC Anzà 16, Han et al. 16

=>

& BH entropy: Rovelli, Perez, de Lorenzo, Smerlak, Husain, Bodendorfer, 

Oriti, Pranzetti Sindoni … \infty

Dittrich, Bahr, Steinhaus, Martin-Benito...

Freidel Perez Pranzetti 16

-

-

Forming extended structures: gluing building blocks ——-> states on connected graphs/simplicial complexes

g

g

g

g

1

2

3

4

generic quantum state: collection of spin network vertices (incl. glued ones) or tetrahedra (incl. glued ones)

Quantization of Systems with Constraints
Two dynamical models for full LQG

Outlook and Work in Progress

Hamiltonian formulation of GR
Relational Formalism: Observables & Evolution

Basis of Hkin

Spin network functions [Ashtekar, Isham, Lewandowski, Rovelli, Smolin ’90]
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Kristina Giesel Dynamics of LQG

• the next task is to define a dynamics for such quantum states

• basic strategy is to encode in TGFT action the definition of (quantum) simplicial geometry of 4d cells 
in terms of data associated to their (boundary) 3d cells, in group-theoretic language

see talks by S. Langenscheidt 
& G. Chirco



GFTs: basics 4d case - specific class of models

GFT action = prescription for weights associated to building blocks of 4d lattice in sum over discrete geometries

dynamics of quantum atomic geometry
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Feynman amplitudes (model-dependent) = sum over group-theoretic data (group elements, 
Lie algebra elements, group irreps, ... ) associated to lattice dual to Feynman diagram

• Feynman diagrams = cellular complexes of arbitrary topology De Pietri, Petronio, '00; R. Gurau, '10; ...

labelled by group-theoretic data (group elements, group irreps, ...)

Barrett, Crane, De Pietri, Freidel, Krasnov, 
Rovelli, Perez, DO, Livine, ......

• GFT (perturbative) amplitudes = spin foam amplitudes ~ simplicial gravity path integrals

• GFT quanta ~ quantum tetrahedra ~ spin network vertices

• entangled GFT many-body states ~ (2nd quantized) spin networks

fully discrete and quantum geometric 3rd quantization: QFT for quantum "atoms of space"

Reisenberger,Rovelli, ’00

A. Baratin, DO, ‘11

M. Finocchiaro, DO, '18

• GFT Feynman amplitudes = lattice gravity path integrals = spin foam models

basic guideline for choosing action: quantum geometric input from canonical LQG, simplicial geometry



GFT (condensate) cosmology: general strategy

from perspective of fundamental QG atoms of space: 

continuum geometry = coarse-grained description of discrete geometry of many (infinite) QG atoms 

GR dynamics = approximate description of collective quantum dynamics of many (infinite) QG atoms

Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
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†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1
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where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find
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Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
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⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
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⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)

•  simplest
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g
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�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
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⇥
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�V5

�⇧(gI)
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg
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I
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) = 0 . (23)
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Gielen, ‘14

GFT (condensate) cosmology

superposition of infinitely many spin networks dofs, 
“gas”of tetrahedra, all associated with same state 

extracting effective continuum dynamics from QG ~ typical problem of quantum many-body physics

GFT: similar QFT language and tools as in quantum many-body physics



GFT (condensate) cosmology: general strategy

from perspective of fundamental QG atoms of space: 

continuum geometry = coarse-grained description of discrete geometry of many (infinite) QG atoms 

GR dynamics = approximate description of collective quantum dynamics of many (infinite) QG atoms

Simple GFT condensates as homogeneous continuum geometries (not encoding any topological information)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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�V5
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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I
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) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
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) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
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⇥
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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I
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) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
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⇥
I) + ⇥
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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) = 0 . (23)
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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I )⇤(gIg
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I
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) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
⇥=�

= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
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⇥
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg
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) = 0 . (23)

•  simplest
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Gielen, DO, Sindoni, ’13; Calcagni, De Cesare, 
Gielen, DO, Pithis, Sakellariadou, Sindoni, 
Wilson-Ewing,  …

described by single collective wave function 
(depending on homogeneous anisotropic geometric data)

� (D) D ' {geometries of tetrahedron} '
' {continuum spatial geometries at a point} '
' minisuperspace of homogeneous geometries

Gielen, ‘14

GFT (condensate) cosmology

superposition of infinitely many spin networks dofs, 
“gas”of tetrahedra, all associated with same state 

extracting effective continuum dynamics from QG ~ typical problem of quantum many-body physics

GFT: similar QFT language and tools as in quantum many-body physics

cosmology expected to correspond to "most coarse-grained" dynamics

in other words: effective dynamics of 
special (global) observables of full theory 

QG hydrodynamics

note: this is main outstanding issue of all non-perturbative QG approaches



• hypothesis: universe as QG quantum fluid (condensate)


• extract approximate hydrodynamic eqns for QG fluid (density and phase)


• compute relational cosmological observables in hydrodynamic approximation


• translate hydrodynamic eqns into eqns for cosmological observables

GFT (condensate) cosmology: general strategy



• hypothesis: universe as QG quantum fluid (condensate)


• extract approximate hydrodynamic eqns for QG fluid (density and phase)


• compute relational cosmological observables in hydrodynamic approximation


• translate hydrodynamic eqns into eqns for cosmological observables

GFT (condensate) cosmology: general strategy
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✴  simplest approximation: 
mean field hydrodynamics �[�] ⇡ S�(�)
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mean field ~ condensate wavefunction

• corresponding quantum states:

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇤cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⌦ := exp (⌅̂) |0⌦ , |⇤⌦ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⌦ . (19)

|⌅⌦ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⌦
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⌦ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⌦
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)

���
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⌦ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

Quantum GFT condensates

two simple choices of quantum GFT condensate states 

(homogeneous continuum quantum spacetimes)

single-particle condensate
(Gross-Pitaevskii approximation)

two-particle dipole condensate
(Bogoliubov approximation)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:

⌅
d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⌅(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V5

�⇧(gI)
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g

⇥⇥
I )⇤(gIg

⇥⇥
I
�1

) = 0 . (23)

3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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= 0 . (22)

We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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3

to a transformation of gij under the adjoint action of
GL(3), which transforms physically distinct metrics into
each other. Any notion of homogeneity also depends on
the embedding.

We address both of those issues by recalling that the
group G carries a natural basis of vector fields, the left-
invariant vector fields. Fixing a G-invariant inner prod-
uct in the Lie algebra g this basis is unique up to the
action of O(3). We now demand that the embedded tetra-
hedra are aligned with the left-invariant vector fields,

vi(m) = ei(xm), (14)

where {ei} are the vector fields on M obtained by push-
forward of a basis of left-invariant vector fields on G.

The definition (13) of the physical metric now reads

gij(m) = g(xm)(ei(xm), ej(xm)) , (15)

so that gij(m) are the metric components in the frame
{ei}. In this frame a homogeneous metric will be one
with constant coe⇥cients. We can then say that a dis-
crete geometry of N tetrahedra, specified by the data
gij(m), is compatible with spatial homogeneity if

gij(m) = gij(k) ⌅k,m = 1, . . . , N. (16)

This criterion only uses intrinsic geometric data and does
not depend on any embedding information apart from
the choice of G. It is a very natural notion of spatial
homogeneity in the discrete context.

A discrete geometry compatible with spatial homo-
geneity is in addition compatible with spatial isotropy
if G = R3, SU(2) or Hom(2) and gij = a2 �ij for some a.

Statements about the metric at a finite number of
points are in general physically meaningless. Our inter-
pretation is to view the information given by knowing the
metric at N points as a sampling of an underlying contin-
uous geometry; if the points are distributed in a region of
size L (measured with respect to a background metric),
we can sample wavenumbers up to N1/3/L. In this sense
our criterion for homogeneity is, at any N , an approxi-
mation to the definition for continuous geometries.

We can say more if we think of N as variable: Consider
a compact region of M whose geometry is approximated
better and better by letting N increase, leading to di�er-
ent sets of discrete data for each N . If (16) holds for all
of these sets of data, i.e. for any N , the spatial geometry
is homogeneous to arbitrary accuracy.

In the quantum theory, we can identify a quantum
state which is a superposition of states of N tetrahedra
all satisfying (16), for all N , as representing a continuum
homogenous geometry with metric (15). In many-body
quantum mechanics, second-quantized coherent states
have this property: We interpret second-quantized co-
herent states in GFT, corresponding to a macroscopic
occupation of a single-tetrahedron configuration, as de-
scribing continuum homogeneous geometries.

Cosmological dynamics. — The GFT dynamics de-
termines the evolution of such states. In addition to
the gauge invariance (1), we require that the state is in-
variant under right multiplication of all group elements,
gI ⇤� gI h, corresponding to invariance under (8) so that
the state only depends on gauge-invariant data.
Assuming that the simplicity constraints have been im-

plemented by (6), ⇧ is a field on SU(2)4 and we require
this additional symmetry under the action of SU(2). It
can be imposed on a one-particle state created by

⌅̂ :=

⌅
d4g ⌅(gI)⇧̂

†(gI) (17)

if we require ⌅(gIk) = ⌅(gI) for all k ⇥ SU(2); with-
out loss of generality ⌅(k⇥gI) = ⌅(gI) for all k⇥ ⇥ SU(2)
because of (1).
A second possibility is to use a two-particle operator

which automatically has the required gauge invariance:

⇤̂ :=
1

2

⌅
d4g d4h ⇤(gIh

�1
I )⇧̂†(gI)⇧̂

†(hI), (18)

where due to (1) and [⇧̂†(gI), ⇧̂†(hI)] = 0 the function ⇤
can be taken to satisfy ⇤(gI) = ⇤(kgIk⇥) for all k, k⇥ in
SU(2) and ⇤(gI) = ⇤(g�1

I ). ⇤ is a function on the gauge-
invariant configuration space of a single tetrahedron.
We then consider two types of candidate states for

macroscopic, homogeneous configurations of tetrahedra:

|⌅⇧ := exp (⌅̂) |0⇧ , |⇤⇧ := exp
⇥
⇤̂
⇤
|0⇧ . (19)

|⌅⇧ corresponds to the simplest case of single-particle con-
densation with gauge invariance imposed by hand; |⇤⇧
automatically has the right gauge invariance.
Let us consider generic GFT models in four dimen-

sions, whose actions consist of a kinetic term and an in-
teraction quintic (but otherwise general) in the field ⇧:

S[⇧] =
1

2

⌅
d4g d4g⇥ ⇧(gI)K̂(gI , g

⇥
I)⇧(g

⇥
I) + ⇥V5[⇧] (20)

leading to the quantum equation of motion
⌅

d4g⇥ K̂(gI , g
⇥
I)⇧̂(g

⇥
I) + ⇥

�V̂5

�⇧̂(gI)
= 0 . (21)

Since |⌅⇧ is an eigenstate of ⇧̂(gI), when (21) acts on |⌅⇧
it becomes a non-linear equation for ⌅:
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We are then in a scenario similar to the one of [3].
On the state |⇤⇧ all odd correlation functions vanish.

The two terms in (21) can then give independent con-
straints on the function ⇤: Multiplying (21) with a field
operator and taking an expectation value, we find

⌅
d4g⇥⇥ K̂(g⇥I , g
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) = 0 . (23)

•  simplest
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superposition of infinitely many spin networks dofs, 
“gas”of tetrahedra, all associated with same state 

 (simplest): GFT field coherent state

condensate wavefunction (also incl. scalar dofs)



GFT (condensate) cosmology: general features

• immediate cosmological interpretation of (domain of) condensate wavefunction:

isomorphism between domain of TGFT condensate wavefunction and minisuperpsace
� (D) D ' {geometries of tetrahedron} '

' {continuum spatial geometries at a point} '
' minisuperspace of homogeneous geometries
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that is, in isotropic restriction and with just one matter field:

"wavefunction" on minisuperspace

hydrodynamic (non-linear, possibly non-local) eqn on minisuperspace
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Derivation of effective cosmological dynamics: main steps

quantum geometric EPRL model with 4 scalar dofs (1 clock+ 3 rods + 1 matter scalar field)

2.2 (so that the expectation value of the volume operator reduces to (2.21)), but we will

also consider a condensate state whose peaking properties are isotropic as well:

�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x;xµ(gI ,�
µ,�) = ⌘✏(�

0 � x0;⇡0)⌘�(|�� x|;⇡x)�̃(gI ,�µ,�) , (3.3)

where |�� x|2 =
Pd

i=1
(�i � xi)2. For the moment we will also assume that the parameter

� is a complex quantity, C 3 � = �r + i�i, but with a positive real part, necessary for

the peaking properties of the states, �r > 0. As we will see below, allowing a complex

width for the rods peaking function allows the perturbation equations to be dependent on

a derivative kernel with emergent Lorentz signature.

GFT action. Having made these premises, we now specify the form of SGFT. As ex-

plained in Section 2.1, SGFT depends on the precise spinfoam (or simplicial gravity) model

coupled with d + 1 massless scalar fields one wants to reproduce. While the EPRL-like

and extended BC models di↵er on their domain (respectively SU(2) and SL(2,C) ⇥ H3)

and on the precise way the simplicity constraint is imposed, thus resulting in (in princi-

ple) di↵erent kinetic and interaction kernels, they are both defined by an action including

a quadratic kinetic term and a non-local interaction term U + U⇤ (the star representing

complex conjugation) of simplicial9 type characterized by 5 powers of the field operator,

SGFT = K + U + U⇤.

The resulting form of the action is however quite complicated to handle for most practi-

cal applications. For this reasons, one often makes some additional simplifying assumptions

on SGFT [18, 53]:

• First of all, one imposes that the field symmetries of the classical action are preserved

at the quantum level, meaning that they are also symmetries of the GFT action SGFT.

In the case considered here, the symmetries to be respected are those highlighted in

the section above: invariance under Lorentz transformations/Euclidean rotations,

shifts, and reflections. This greatly simplifies the form of the interaction and kinetic

terms, which read, in the EPRL-like case10 [18, 53]

K =

Z
dgI dhI

Z
dd� dd�0 d� d�0 '̄(gI ,�)K(gI , hI ; (�� �0)2�, (�� �0)2)'(hI , (�

0)µ,�0) ,

U =

Z
dd� d�

Z  5Y

a=1

dgaI

!
U(g1I , . . . , g5I )

5Y

`=1

'(g`I ,�
µ,�) ,

where (���0)2� ⌘ sgn(�)M (�)
µ⌫ (���0)µ(���0)⌫ and whereK and U are the respectively

the aforementioned kinetic and interaction kernels encoding information about the

9These kind of interactions are said simplicial because they represent the gluing of 5 di↵erent tetrahedra

in order to form a 4-simplex, the basic building block of a 4-dimensional discretized manifold.
10Similar expressions hold for the extended BC model, provided that one extends the domain of the GFT

fields and kinetic interaction kernels as gI ! (GI ;X). Moreover, since the normal X is non-dynamical,

the interaction kernel does not depend on it. As a consequence, only the integrated field (2.4) becomes

important at the level of interactions. The kinetic kernel instead depends on the normal in a localized way,

imposing X = X 0, with X and X 0 being the arguments of '̄ and ' respectively. We refer to [68] for more

details on the action of the extended BC model.
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EPRL-like model. In particular, as already mentioned in Section 2.1, it is U that

carries information about the specific Lorentzian embedding of the theory.

• The second simplifying assumption that is often made in cosmological applications

is that one is interested in a “mescocopic regime” where interactions are in fact

essentially negligible. Clearly, this can only be a transient regime, and one expects

that, eventually, interactions do become important (see e.g. [62, 67, 83], for some

works which study the phenomenological implications of the inclusion of interactions).

Dynamical equations. Under both these assumptions, and performing a Fourier trans-

form with respect to the variables � and �0, one can see that the averaged quantum equa-

tions of motion reduce to
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where ⇡� is the variable canonically conjugate to � with respect to the Fourier transform.
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lowest order in the small parameters |�| and ✏ (see Appendix B for a detailed derivation):
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In the case considered here, the symmetries to be respected are those highlighted in
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terms, which read, in the EPRL-like case10 [18, 53]
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where (���0)2� ⌘ sgn(�)M (�)
µ⌫ (���0)µ(���0)⌫ and whereK and U are the respectively

the aforementioned kinetic and interaction kernels encoding information about the

9These kind of interactions are said simplicial because they represent the gluing of 5 di↵erent tetrahedra

in order to form a 4-simplex, the basic building block of a 4-dimensional discretized manifold.
10Similar expressions hold for the extended BC model, provided that one extends the domain of the GFT

fields and kinetic interaction kernels as gI ! (GI ;X). Moreover, since the normal X is non-dynamical,

the interaction kernel does not depend on it. As a consequence, only the integrated field (2.4) becomes

important at the level of interactions. The kinetic kernel instead depends on the normal in a localized way,

imposing X = X 0, with X and X 0 being the arguments of '̄ and ' respectively. We refer to [68] for more

details on the action of the extended BC model.
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is that one is interested in a “mescocopic regime” where interactions are in fact

essentially negligible. Clearly, this can only be a transient regime, and one expects

that, eventually, interactions do become important (see e.g. [62, 67, 83], for some

works which study the phenomenological implications of the inclusion of interactions).
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peaked functions (e.g. Gaussians)

simplifying assumptions:
• subdominant GFT interactions: U << K (consistent with LQG/spin foam and discrete gravity interpretation)

• isotropy: condensate wavefunction depends on single j (plus clock/rods/matter)



Derivation of effective cosmological dynamics: main steps

quantum geometric EPRL model with 4 scalar dofs (1 clock+ 3 rods + 1 matter scalar field)
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shifts, and reflections. This greatly simplifies the form of the interaction and kinetic
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the interaction kernel does not depend on it. As a consequence, only the integrated field (2.4) becomes

important at the level of interactions. The kinetic kernel instead depends on the normal in a localized way,

imposing X = X 0, with X and X 0 being the arguments of '̄ and ' respectively. We refer to [68] for more

details on the action of the extended BC model.
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a quadratic kinetic term and a non-local interaction term U + U⇤ (the star representing
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SGFT = K + U + U⇤.

The resulting form of the action is however quite complicated to handle for most practi-

cal applications. For this reasons, one often makes some additional simplifying assumptions
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• First of all, one imposes that the field symmetries of the classical action are preserved
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the interaction kernel does not depend on it. As a consequence, only the integrated field (2.4) becomes

important at the level of interactions. The kinetic kernel instead depends on the normal in a localized way,

imposing X = X 0, with X and X 0 being the arguments of '̄ and ' respectively. We refer to [68] for more

details on the action of the extended BC model.
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EPRL-like model. In particular, as already mentioned in Section 2.1, it is U that

carries information about the specific Lorentzian embedding of the theory.

• The second simplifying assumption that is often made in cosmological applications

is that one is interested in a “mescocopic regime” where interactions are in fact

essentially negligible. Clearly, this can only be a transient regime, and one expects

that, eventually, interactions do become important (see e.g. [62, 67, 83], for some

works which study the phenomenological implications of the inclusion of interactions).

Dynamical equations. Under both these assumptions, and performing a Fourier trans-

form with respect to the variables � and �0, one can see that the averaged quantum equa-

tions of motion reduce to
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are large in absolute value and (iii) reducing to isotropic configurations, one finds, at the

lowest order in the small parameters |�| and ✏ (see Appendix B for a detailed derivation):
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peaked functions (e.g. Gaussians)

simplifying assumptions:
• subdominant GFT interactions: U << K (consistent with LQG/spin foam and discrete gravity interpretation)

• isotropy: condensate wavefunction depends on single j (plus clock/rods/matter)
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carries information about the specific Lorentzian embedding of the theory.
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that, eventually, interactions do become important (see e.g. [62, 67, 83], for some

works which study the phenomenological implications of the inclusion of interactions).

Dynamical equations. Under both these assumptions, and performing a Fourier trans-
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Derivation of effective cosmological dynamics: main steps

quantum geometric EPRL model with 4 scalar dofs (1 clock+ 3 rods + 1 matter scalar field)

This is our fundamental equation determining the form of the reduced condensate wave-

function �̃. As in [18, 53], however, it is useful to decompose equation (3.7) in its real and

imaginary parts, by defining �̃j ⌘ ⇢j exp[i✓j ], so that, using
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where we have suppressed the explicit dependence of functions for simplicity.

At this point, it is important to recall that we are interested in slightly inhomoge-

neous relational quantities. Therefore, in the next section we will consider a perturbative

framework (with respect to spatial gradients) in which we will study the equations above.

3.3 Background and perturbed equations of motion

The perturbative context will be defined by assuming that the functions ⇢j and ✓j can be

written as

⇢j = ⇢̄j + �⇢j , ✓j ⌘ ✓̄j + �✓j , (3.10)

with ⇢̄ = ⇢̄(x0,⇡�) and ✓̄ = ✓̄(x0,⇡�) being “background” (zeroth-order) quantities and

with �⇢j and �✓j being small corrections to them. Let us study the zeroth- and the first-

order (in �⇢, �✓) form of equations (3.9).
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where we have specified the dependence of the condensate modulus and phase on x0 and

⇡� explicitly. Let us rewrite the second equation by multiplying by ⇢̄j 6= 0: we obtain
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Now, assume that, in the regime of interest, (�)�2

j in the above equation is negligible11. The

results, in these cases are the same as in [18], so that the equations for background phase

11Recall that (�)�2

j / Im↵. We will see below that in order to guarantee the emergence of a local

Lorentz symmetry in the perturbation equations, | Im↵| must be much smaller than one, thus providing an

additional justification to the requirement of small (�)�2

j .
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homogeneous background + inhomogeneous perturbations (spacetime localization defined in relational terms)
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using: rewrite in standard hydrodynamic form (fluid density, phase)

L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21,'22

• value of matter scalar field

• momentum of matter scalar field

both at the background, i.e. homogeneous, and at the perturbed level, i.e. for inhomoge-

neous cosmological perturbations. In order to keep the notation lighter, for any quantum

operator of interest Ô, we will denote Ō ⌘ hÔi�̄, where the expectation value is computed

with respect to the state characterized by the background part of the condensate wavefunc-

tion (3.3); similarly, we will denote by �O the first order term in �⇢, �✓ of the expectation

value hÔi� computed on states characterized by the condensate wavefunction (3.3).

The perturbed relational system includes in general geometric and matter operators.

Among the matter operators, those of obvious interest are the �-scalar field operator and

its momentum, written in the ⇡� representation (see equations (2.14c) and (2.14d)) as

�̂ =
1

i

Z
dgI

Z
d4�

Z
d⇡� '̂

†(gI ,�
µ,⇡�)@⇡�'̂(gI ,�

µ,⇡�) , (4.1a)
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Z
dgI

Z
d4�

Z
d⇡� ⇡�'̂

†(gI ,�
µ,⇡�)'̂(gI ,�

µ,⇡�) . (4.1b)

On the geometric side, there are in principle many di↵erent operators characterizing the

properties of slightly inhomogeneous geometries. Here, we are interested only in scalar

perturbations, and in particular only isotropic operators will be considered. Even in this

case, however, at the classical level, scalar perturbations are in general captured by sev-

eral non-trivial functions of the metric components, see e.g. equation (A.3). Reproducing

metric perturbations at the quantum level, however, means determining (i) the structure

of microscopic observables and (ii) collective states such that the expectation values of the

former on the latter can be associated to emergent metric functions. Most of the work

in the literature so far, however, has been devoted to the study of the volume operator

(2.14b) and to models for which coherent states (2.15a) with wavefunction (2.25) provide

an interpretation in terms of metric functions at specific values of the physical frame. The

definition of more general operators and states is certainly a pressing issue to be tack-

led in order to define a comprehensive and complete perturbation theory from the GFT

framework. However, we will content ourselves with considering the evolution of the uni-

verse volume defined (as quantum operator) in equation (2.14b), which is consistent and

microscopically well defined, with respect to the states (2.15a) with wavefunction (2.25).

Moreover, in this section we will consider only the large densities (late times) regime

of evolution of the relevant quantities, in which case, as shown in the above section, the

equations of motion for �⇢ and �✓ greatly simplify. As explained in Section 2.2, one would

expect this regime (characterized by a very large number of GFT quanta) to be also the

classical one (i.e. characterized by small quantum fluctuations of macroscopic operators)

[65, 84]. Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to check whether in this regime the

solutions of the equations of motion coming from the quantum theory actually match those

of GR (or possibly of some alternative theory of gravity). This will be the main purpose

of the following sections, where geometric (Section 4.1) and matter observables13 (Section

4.2) will be discussed separately. More precisely, we will look for a matching with GR in

13Here with matter observables we mean the observables associated to the scalar field �, the only relevant

contribution to the energy budget of the universe under our assumptions.
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• universe volume

Clearly, if one wants to introduce more (say n) than one minimally coupled massless

scalar field, the group field operator becomes '̂(gI ,�a) ⌘ '̂(gI ,�1, . . . ,�n), with a =

1, . . . , n. Of course, the commutation relation in (2.6a) has to be changed consistently, so

that h
'̂(gI ,�

a), '̂†
�
hI , (�

0)a
�i

= IG(gI , hI)�(n)
�
�a � (�0)a

�
. (2.13)

Importantly, this change on the kinematic structure of the Fock space is reflected also in

the second quantized operators, which now involve integrals over all the possible values of

�a 2 Rn. For instance, the number operator reads

N̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI '̂

†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) . (2.14a)

A crucial quantity for describing cosmological geometries is the volume operator

V̂ =

Z
dn�

Z
dgI dg

0

I '̂
†(gI ,�

a)V (gI , g
0

I)'̂(g
0

I ,�
a) , (2.14b)

whose matrix elements V (gI , g0I) are defined from those of the first quantized volume op-

erator in the group representation5.

The presence of “pre-matter” data allows for the construction of a set of observables

naturally related to them, through polynomials and derivatives with respect to �a for each

a = 1, . . . , n. In particular, the two fundamental, self-adjoint ones that can be obtained in

this way are the “scalar field operator” and the “momentum operator” [53]:

X̂b ⌘
Z

dn�

Z
dgI �

b'̂†(gI ,�
a)'̂(gI ,�

a) , (2.14c)

⇧̂b =
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i
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✓
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@�b
'̂(gI ,�

a)

◆�
, (2.14d)

whose expectation values on appropriate semi-classical and continuum states should be

associated to the scalar field itself and possibly its momentum, which are at the core of a

relational definition of dynamics and evolution [18], as we will briefly review below.

2.2 Continuum geometries, e↵ective relationality and GFT condensates

In order to describe the relational evolution of cosmological small inhomogeneities, one

necessary step is to identify a class of quantum states which admit some “proto-geometric”

interpretation in terms of approximate continuum geometries. This allows to define an

e↵ective notion of relational evolution, whose general definition in a “pre-geometric” sector

of an emergent quantum gravity theory (such as a GFT) is instead technically and concep-

tually very complicated [18], as we have discussed in Section 1. Such “proto-geometric”

states are expected to be the result of some form of coarse-graining over the fundamental,

microscopic degrees of freedom, and thus to show some form of collective behavior. In a

sense, they are associated to a hydrodynamic description of the underlying quantum grav-

ity model. The simplest form of such collective behavior is shown by coherent (or, more

5Such an operator is diagonal in the spin representation, with eigenvalues ⇠ j3/2 for the EPRL-like

model we are considering here and ⇠ ⇢3/2 for the extended BC model.
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In order to describe the relational evolution of cosmological small inhomogeneities, one

necessary step is to identify a class of quantum states which admit some “proto-geometric”

interpretation in terms of approximate continuum geometries. This allows to define an

e↵ective notion of relational evolution, whose general definition in a “pre-geometric” sector

of an emergent quantum gravity theory (such as a GFT) is instead technically and concep-

tually very complicated [18], as we have discussed in Section 1. Such “proto-geometric”

states are expected to be the result of some form of coarse-graining over the fundamental,

microscopic degrees of freedom, and thus to show some form of collective behavior. In a

sense, they are associated to a hydrodynamic description of the underlying quantum grav-

ity model. The simplest form of such collective behavior is shown by coherent (or, more

5Such an operator is diagonal in the spin representation, with eigenvalues ⇠ j3/2 for the EPRL-like

model we are considering here and ⇠ ⇢3/2 for the extended BC model.
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This is our fundamental equation determining the form of the reduced condensate wave-
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where we have suppressed the explicit dependence of functions for simplicity.

At this point, it is important to recall that we are interested in slightly inhomoge-

neous relational quantities. Therefore, in the next section we will consider a perturbative

framework (with respect to spatial gradients) in which we will study the equations above.

3.3 Background and perturbed equations of motion

The perturbative context will be defined by assuming that the functions ⇢j and ✓j can be

written as

⇢j = ⇢̄j + �⇢j , ✓j ⌘ ✓̄j + �✓j , (3.10)

with ⇢̄ = ⇢̄(x0,⇡�) and ✓̄ = ✓̄(x0,⇡�) being “background” (zeroth-order) quantities and

with �⇢j and �✓j being small corrections to them. Let us study the zeroth- and the first-

order (in �⇢, �✓) form of equations (3.9).
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where we have specified the dependence of the condensate modulus and phase on x0 and

⇡� explicitly. Let us rewrite the second equation by multiplying by ⇢̄j 6= 0: we obtain
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Now, assume that, in the regime of interest, (�)�2

j in the above equation is negligible11. The

results, in these cases are the same as in [18], so that the equations for background phase

11Recall that (�)�2

j / Im↵. We will see below that in order to guarantee the emergence of a local

Lorentz symmetry in the perturbation equations, | Im↵| must be much smaller than one, thus providing an

additional justification to the requirement of small (�)�2

j .
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⇧(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |c⇧⌫ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="jmwp3W71TRasOHfGpSajkoQOqUs=">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</latexit>

�(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |�̂|�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="ZMnQfsdV8hkbuv33Hb9fIQkqhSY=">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</latexit>

⇧�(x
0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |b⇧�|�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi

• can now turn GFT hydrodynamic eqns into equations for cosmological observables



observables of effective continuum gravitational physics = collective observables, averages in suitable QG states 

Derivation of effective cosmological dynamics: main steps

• expectation values of fundamental observables in peaked states: relational spacetime-localized interpretation
<latexit sha1_base64="2PuxSRQmV4I6fk5HD5TA3wz37K0=">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</latexit>

N(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |N̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="uwz5ABWwvvqYveo9ht3ptlEecTI=">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</latexit>

V (x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |V̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="gqmMeRwNoGH4rWpwz4sXEBN6Cuc=">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</latexit>

Xµ(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |V̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi ' xµ
<latexit sha1_base64="vIID5MLCoN0p+R9vh7ksrMJTbSw=">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</latexit>

⇧(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |c⇧⌫ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="jmwp3W71TRasOHfGpSajkoQOqUs=">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</latexit>

�(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |�̂|�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="ZMnQfsdV8hkbuv33Hb9fIQkqhSY=">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</latexit>

⇧�(x
0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |b⇧�|�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi

• can now turn GFT hydrodynamic eqns into equations for cosmological observables

L. Marchetti, DO, '21 A. Jercher, DO, A. Pithis, 21background volume dynamics:
<latexit sha1_base64="hz14mM21OXZsZNeslfv1E/w+y4Y=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="LRdP4cT9XkzvnLYH1qQxJLI506M=">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</latexit>
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• derivatives with respect to "clock time" = expectation value of "clock scalar field"


• depend on conserved quantities associated to choice of condensate state



observables of effective continuum gravitational physics = collective observables, averages in suitable QG states 

Derivation of effective cosmological dynamics: main steps

• expectation values of fundamental observables in peaked states: relational spacetime-localized interpretation
<latexit sha1_base64="2PuxSRQmV4I6fk5HD5TA3wz37K0=">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</latexit>

N(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |N̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="uwz5ABWwvvqYveo9ht3ptlEecTI=">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</latexit>

V (x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |V̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="gqmMeRwNoGH4rWpwz4sXEBN6Cuc=">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</latexit>

Xµ(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |V̂ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi ' xµ
<latexit sha1_base64="vIID5MLCoN0p+R9vh7ksrMJTbSw=">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</latexit>

⇧(x0, xi) ⌘ h�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµ |c⇧⌫ |�✏,�,⇡0,⇡x,xµi
<latexit sha1_base64="jmwp3W71TRasOHfGpSajkoQOqUs=">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</latexit>
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• derivatives with respect to "clock time" = expectation value of "clock scalar field"


• depend on conserved quantities associated to choice of condensate state

• now we can analyse the emergent cosmological dynamics in different regimes
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• very early times: very small volume - QG interactions subdominant

for large class of states:

These e↵ective Friedmann equations for the GFT condensate include the correct classical
limit (i.e., they reproduce the standard Friedmann equations of general relativity, justi-
fying their name), as shall be shown in Sec. VC, as well as some quantum corrections
coming from the microscopic GFT theory. Interestingly, some of these corrections have
a clear geometric meaning, which shall be discussed shortly. From these equations, it is
possible to solve for the dynamics of the total volume, given some initial state �j(�o) at
an initial time �o.

An important point here is that, for the energy density of the massless scalar field,
which is defined in terms of the expectation values of scalar field momentum and volume
operators as

⇢ =
⇡2
�

2V 2
=

~2(
P

j Qj)2

2(
P

j Vj⇢2j)
2
, (78)

to be non-zero, at least one of the Qj must be non-zero6. The condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is necessary for the relational dynamics to be well-defined, and also
to ensure that the homogeneous and isotropic space-time is an FLRW space-time, not the
vacuum Minkowski space-time.

This restriction has important consequences. Obviously, the condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is a necessary (although not su�cient) condition for the existence
of solutions with a good cosmological interpretation, and also for the consistency of the
relational description in the first place. On the other hand, this is not in itself a necessary
condition for the mathematical consistency of the condensate dynamics. This means that
there may be solutions which do not satisfy this condition, but are still mathematically
well-defined and within the regime of validity of the condensate hydrodynamics we are
studying. Therefore, this is an additional requirement beyond the assumptions for a
condensate which is necessary for the condensate state to be interpreted as a cosmological
space-time.

An open question is whether setting all Qj = 0 (but still having large ⇢j) gives
Minkowski space, in which case the condensate state would correspond to a large space-
time although there would be no relational dynamics. We comment further on the vacuum
limit in Sec. VI.

Requiring that the energy density of the massless scalar field be non-vanishing has a
very important consequence: since at least one Qj must be non-zero to have a solution
that can be interpreted as a cosmological space-time, it follows from (72) that at least
one ⇢j will always remain greater than zero. In turn, since V =

P
j Vj⇢2j , it follows that

V will always remain non-zero. Therefore, we find that for all cosmological solutions, the
volume will never become zero.

6 The energy density of the massless scalar field ⇢ —without an index j— is not to be confused with the

amplitude of �j(�) denoted by ⇢j , nor with the amplitude |�| of the total condensate wave function

� =
P

j �j .
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remains positive at all times
(with single turning point)

quantum bounce         
(no big bang singularity)!
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!I think this is a promising theory, 

but there is still very much to do

(i) More solid arguments that the classical limit is GR

(ii) Compute quantum corrections to Effective QFT scattering

(iii) IR renormalization?    Scaling   [Orsay group, Smerlak Bonzom]

(iv) Lorentzian structure?

(v) Open points in the definition (Edge splitting invariance?) [Bojowald Perez, Warsaw school]

(vi) Difficulties of low energy computation

(vii) Questions on the vertex expansion

(viii) Observable consequences?  Cosmology?  [Barrau, Mielczarek, Grain, Cailleteau, Ashtekar, Sloan]
DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, '16; 
L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21
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• intermediate times: large volume - QG interactions still subdominant

of isotropic GFT quanta) it is necessary to identify m2
j = 3⇡G for all j. For these val-

ues of mj, the GFT condensate dynamics reproduce the classical Friedmann equations of
general relativity. (As an aside, note that while it may be possible, at a specific relational
instant �o, to choose a di↵erent set of values for mj that also gives the correct limit,
this identification will not be preserved by the dynamics and hence the correct classical
Friedmann equations would in this case only be recovered in a small neighbourhood of
relational time around �o.)

The condition that m2
j = 3⇡G is a requirement on the form of the terms Aj and Bj that

are determined by the GFT action: if Bj/Aj 6= 3⇡G for some j, then it follows that the
correct Friedmann equations are not recovered in the classical limit. Note also that this
should be understood as a definition of G which arises as a hydrodynamic parameter and it
is thus a function of the microscopic GFT parameters, and not as an interpretation of the
microscopic parameters. This is an important conceptual point since this identification
has no reason to be valid in a generic regime of the dynamics (e.g., for non-condensate
GFT states) and may be di↵erent in other settings.

So, if all m2
j = 3⇡G, then the generalised Friedmann equations of the GFT condensate

become, in the classical limit,
✓
V 0

V

◆2

=
V 00

V
= 12⇡G, (81)

which are exactly the Friedmann equations of general relativity for a spatially flat FLRW
space-time with a massless scalar field �, used as a relational time (see Appendix A 1 for
details).

The solution to these equations of motion is the standard one of classical general
relativity,

V = Voe
±
p
12⇡G�, (82)

as expected, with the sign in the exponent depending on whether the universe is expanding
or contracting, and Vo depending on the initial conditions.

D. Single Spin Condensates

The other case where the equations of motion for V (�) can be solved exactly, and
for generic initial conditions, is when only one ⇢j is non-zero, which corresponds to a
condensate wave function that is very sharply (infinitely) peaked in j,

�j(�) = 0, for all j 6= jo. (83)

Then the sum over j in all of the expressions trivializes and an exact solution can be
found which includes quantum corrections.

40

~ classical Friedmann dynamics in GR 
(wrt relational clock, with effective 
Newton constant) - flat FRW

(here written neglecting matter contribution)
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that can be interpreted as a cosmological space-time, it follows from (72) that at least
one ⇢j will always remain greater than zero. In turn, since V =

P
j Vj⇢2j , it follows that

V will always remain non-zero. Therefore, we find that for all cosmological solutions, the
volume will never become zero.

6 The energy density of the massless scalar field ⇢ —without an index j— is not to be confused with the

amplitude of �j(�) denoted by ⇢j , nor with the amplitude |�| of the total condensate wave function

� =
P

j �j .
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!I think this is a promising theory, 

but there is still very much to do

(i) More solid arguments that the classical limit is GR

(ii) Compute quantum corrections to Effective QFT scattering

(iii) IR renormalization?    Scaling   [Orsay group, Smerlak Bonzom]

(iv) Lorentzian structure?

(v) Open points in the definition (Edge splitting invariance?) [Bojowald Perez, Warsaw school]

(vi) Difficulties of low energy computation

(vii) Questions on the vertex expansion

(viii) Observable consequences?  Cosmology?  [Barrau, Mielczarek, Grain, Cailleteau, Ashtekar, Sloan]
DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, '16; 
L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21

effective phantom-like dark energy (of pure QG origin)

+ asymptotic De Sitter universe

order-6 interactions
2 modes

• "phenomenological" approach (simplified GFT interactions):

for "emergent matter" 
component (of QG origin)

equation of state w = p /⇢ . In appendix A we show that using relational time w can be

written as

w = 3�
2V V

00

(V 0)2
, (16)

where V is the total volume where the 0 indicates the derivative respect to relational time

�. As an illustration, we consider the single mode case, in which

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4 +

�
1� 4

n

�
�⇢

n+2 +
�
1� 4

n0

�
µ⇢

n0+2

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4 �
2
n�⇢

n+2 �
2
n0µ⇢

n0+2
. (17)

In the free case � = µ = 0, w is simply

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4
.

At the bounce, the denominator vanishes, �Q
2 + 2E⇢

2 +m⇢
4 = 0, which gives the value of

⇢ at the bounce

⇢b =
1

m

qp
E2 +m2Q2 � E.

Put this back into w we see that the numerator is negative, therefore w ! �1 near the

bounce. This means that after the bounce the universe expanded with large acceleration, as

we expected. Yet we can show that this accelerating phase ends quickly, leaving only a small

number of e-folds [5]. The situation is still the same even if we consider the contributions

from all modes, as we can see in section III.

For large volume, ⇢ is large, and to the leading order w = 1 is a constant, corresponds

to the equation of state of a free massless scalar field, which we introduced as the relational

time. In fact, substituting w = 1 back into its definition (16), simple algebraic manipulation

shows that

V
00

V
�

✓
V

0

V

◆2

=
V V

00
� (V )2

V 2
=

d

d�

✓
V

0

V

◆
= 0,

hence V
0
/V = const which characterizes the FLRW equation using relational language in

the presence of a free massless field [22].

To the next order of ⇢, we can approximate w as

w = 1 +
2E

m2⇢2
. (18)

9

• effective cosmological dynamics

X. Pang, DO, '21

• late times: as universe expands, interactions become more relevant, until they drive evolution
accelerated cosmological expansion
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FIG. 3. The behaviour of w in the two modes case, where both modes have only one interaction

term. Blue solid line shows the case where �11 < �21, while for red dashed line we have �11 =

�21. Black dotted lines show w = 1 and the phantom divide w = �1. Parameters are same as in

figure 1 with additional ones are �1 = �10�8
, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, n1 = n2 = 6 and �2 = �9.5⇥ 10�8

for �11 < �21, �2 = �9.5725⇥ 10�8 for �11 = �21.

One may then worry about whether this e↵ective phantom energy, like in many field

theoretic models, leads to a Big Rip singularity at later times also in our model. We will

discuss this issue in the next section, showing that the e↵ective energy density ⇢ , defined

from the equation of state w, remains bounded in our model, tending towards to a finite

value at asymptotically large volumes. To see this, we need some further approximation for

the equation of state w, which we anticipate here.

Since �11 < �21, and for large volume we have � ! �11, we see that ⇢2 is nearly a

constant given by ⇢2(�11). Using the solution (43), we get

⇢2(�11) =

 
1

2

r
��2

3

!� 1
2

1

(�21 � �11)
1
2

.

Furthermore, when � ! �11 the first mode ⇢1 would be much larger than ⇢2, hence in

computing the total volume we can ignore ⇢2 and let V = V1⇢21. Inserting this approximate

expression back in the expression for w, we get

w = �1�
b

V
, (47)

where b = 4V2⇢2(�11) is a constant. Notice again that b > 0, thus we have w < �1, and

the phantom divide w = �1 is being crossed.
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• intermediate times: large volume - QG interactions still subdominant

of isotropic GFT quanta) it is necessary to identify m2
j = 3⇡G for all j. For these val-

ues of mj, the GFT condensate dynamics reproduce the classical Friedmann equations of
general relativity. (As an aside, note that while it may be possible, at a specific relational
instant �o, to choose a di↵erent set of values for mj that also gives the correct limit,
this identification will not be preserved by the dynamics and hence the correct classical
Friedmann equations would in this case only be recovered in a small neighbourhood of
relational time around �o.)

The condition that m2
j = 3⇡G is a requirement on the form of the terms Aj and Bj that

are determined by the GFT action: if Bj/Aj 6= 3⇡G for some j, then it follows that the
correct Friedmann equations are not recovered in the classical limit. Note also that this
should be understood as a definition of G which arises as a hydrodynamic parameter and it
is thus a function of the microscopic GFT parameters, and not as an interpretation of the
microscopic parameters. This is an important conceptual point since this identification
has no reason to be valid in a generic regime of the dynamics (e.g., for non-condensate
GFT states) and may be di↵erent in other settings.

So, if all m2
j = 3⇡G, then the generalised Friedmann equations of the GFT condensate

become, in the classical limit,
✓
V 0

V

◆2

=
V 00

V
= 12⇡G, (81)

which are exactly the Friedmann equations of general relativity for a spatially flat FLRW
space-time with a massless scalar field �, used as a relational time (see Appendix A 1 for
details).

The solution to these equations of motion is the standard one of classical general
relativity,

V = Voe
±
p
12⇡G�, (82)

as expected, with the sign in the exponent depending on whether the universe is expanding
or contracting, and Vo depending on the initial conditions.

D. Single Spin Condensates

The other case where the equations of motion for V (�) can be solved exactly, and
for generic initial conditions, is when only one ⇢j is non-zero, which corresponds to a
condensate wave function that is very sharply (infinitely) peaked in j,

�j(�) = 0, for all j 6= jo. (83)

Then the sum over j in all of the expressions trivializes and an exact solution can be
found which includes quantum corrections.

40

~ classical Friedmann dynamics in GR 
(wrt relational clock, with effective 
Newton constant) - flat FRW

(here written neglecting matter contribution)

• very early times: very small volume - QG interactions subdominant

for large class of states:

These e↵ective Friedmann equations for the GFT condensate include the correct classical
limit (i.e., they reproduce the standard Friedmann equations of general relativity, justi-
fying their name), as shall be shown in Sec. VC, as well as some quantum corrections
coming from the microscopic GFT theory. Interestingly, some of these corrections have
a clear geometric meaning, which shall be discussed shortly. From these equations, it is
possible to solve for the dynamics of the total volume, given some initial state �j(�o) at
an initial time �o.

An important point here is that, for the energy density of the massless scalar field,
which is defined in terms of the expectation values of scalar field momentum and volume
operators as

⇢ =
⇡2
�

2V 2
=

~2(
P

j Qj)2

2(
P

j Vj⇢2j)
2
, (78)

to be non-zero, at least one of the Qj must be non-zero6. The condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is necessary for the relational dynamics to be well-defined, and also
to ensure that the homogeneous and isotropic space-time is an FLRW space-time, not the
vacuum Minkowski space-time.

This restriction has important consequences. Obviously, the condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is a necessary (although not su�cient) condition for the existence
of solutions with a good cosmological interpretation, and also for the consistency of the
relational description in the first place. On the other hand, this is not in itself a necessary
condition for the mathematical consistency of the condensate dynamics. This means that
there may be solutions which do not satisfy this condition, but are still mathematically
well-defined and within the regime of validity of the condensate hydrodynamics we are
studying. Therefore, this is an additional requirement beyond the assumptions for a
condensate which is necessary for the condensate state to be interpreted as a cosmological
space-time.

An open question is whether setting all Qj = 0 (but still having large ⇢j) gives
Minkowski space, in which case the condensate state would correspond to a large space-
time although there would be no relational dynamics. We comment further on the vacuum
limit in Sec. VI.

Requiring that the energy density of the massless scalar field be non-vanishing has a
very important consequence: since at least one Qj must be non-zero to have a solution
that can be interpreted as a cosmological space-time, it follows from (72) that at least
one ⇢j will always remain greater than zero. In turn, since V =

P
j Vj⇢2j , it follows that

V will always remain non-zero. Therefore, we find that for all cosmological solutions, the
volume will never become zero.

6 The energy density of the massless scalar field ⇢ —without an index j— is not to be confused with the

amplitude of �j(�) denoted by ⇢j , nor with the amplitude |�| of the total condensate wave function

� =
P

j �j .
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!I think this is a promising theory, 

but there is still very much to do

(i) More solid arguments that the classical limit is GR

(ii) Compute quantum corrections to Effective QFT scattering

(iii) IR renormalization?    Scaling   [Orsay group, Smerlak Bonzom]

(iv) Lorentzian structure?

(v) Open points in the definition (Edge splitting invariance?) [Bojowald Perez, Warsaw school]

(vi) Difficulties of low energy computation

(vii) Questions on the vertex expansion

(viii) Observable consequences?  Cosmology?  [Barrau, Mielczarek, Grain, Cailleteau, Ashtekar, Sloan]
DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, '16; 
L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21

effective phantom-like dark energy (of pure QG origin)

+ asymptotic De Sitter universe

order-6 interactions
2 modes

• "phenomenological" approach (simplified GFT interactions):

for "emergent matter" 
component (of QG origin)

equation of state w = p /⇢ . In appendix A we show that using relational time w can be

written as

w = 3�
2V V

00

(V 0)2
, (16)

where V is the total volume where the 0 indicates the derivative respect to relational time

�. As an illustration, we consider the single mode case, in which

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4 +

�
1� 4

n

�
�⇢

n+2 +
�
1� 4

n0

�
µ⇢

n0+2

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4 �
2
n�⇢

n+2 �
2
n0µ⇢

n0+2
. (17)

In the free case � = µ = 0, w is simply

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4
.

At the bounce, the denominator vanishes, �Q
2 + 2E⇢

2 +m⇢
4 = 0, which gives the value of

⇢ at the bounce

⇢b =
1

m

qp
E2 +m2Q2 � E.

Put this back into w we see that the numerator is negative, therefore w ! �1 near the

bounce. This means that after the bounce the universe expanded with large acceleration, as

we expected. Yet we can show that this accelerating phase ends quickly, leaving only a small

number of e-folds [5]. The situation is still the same even if we consider the contributions

from all modes, as we can see in section III.

For large volume, ⇢ is large, and to the leading order w = 1 is a constant, corresponds

to the equation of state of a free massless scalar field, which we introduced as the relational

time. In fact, substituting w = 1 back into its definition (16), simple algebraic manipulation

shows that

V
00

V
�

✓
V

0

V

◆2

=
V V

00
� (V )2

V 2
=

d

d�

✓
V

0

V

◆
= 0,

hence V
0
/V = const which characterizes the FLRW equation using relational language in

the presence of a free massless field [22].

To the next order of ⇢, we can approximate w as

w = 1 +
2E

m2⇢2
. (18)

9

• effective cosmological dynamics

X. Pang, DO, '21

• late times: as universe expands, interactions become more relevant, until they drive evolution
accelerated cosmological expansion
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FIG. 3. The behaviour of w in the two modes case, where both modes have only one interaction

term. Blue solid line shows the case where �11 < �21, while for red dashed line we have �11 =

�21. Black dotted lines show w = 1 and the phantom divide w = �1. Parameters are same as in

figure 1 with additional ones are �1 = �10�8
, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, n1 = n2 = 6 and �2 = �9.5⇥ 10�8

for �11 < �21, �2 = �9.5725⇥ 10�8 for �11 = �21.

One may then worry about whether this e↵ective phantom energy, like in many field

theoretic models, leads to a Big Rip singularity at later times also in our model. We will

discuss this issue in the next section, showing that the e↵ective energy density ⇢ , defined

from the equation of state w, remains bounded in our model, tending towards to a finite

value at asymptotically large volumes. To see this, we need some further approximation for

the equation of state w, which we anticipate here.

Since �11 < �21, and for large volume we have � ! �11, we see that ⇢2 is nearly a

constant given by ⇢2(�11). Using the solution (43), we get

⇢2(�11) =

 
1

2

r
��2

3

!� 1
2

1

(�21 � �11)
1
2

.

Furthermore, when � ! �11 the first mode ⇢1 would be much larger than ⇢2, hence in

computing the total volume we can ignore ⇢2 and let V = V1⇢21. Inserting this approximate

expression back in the expression for w, we get

w = �1�
b

V
, (47)

where b = 4V2⇢2(�11) is a constant. Notice again that b > 0, thus we have w < �1, and

the phantom divide w = �1 is being crossed.
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3.2 Explicit form of cosmological constant

Other than estimating the position of phantom crossing, our GFT model also allows

us to identify the cosmological constant using microscope parameters in GFT. In fact, note

that long after the phantom crossing, we will enter the de Sitter regime asymptotically, at

which the volume of the universe is very large, the interaction term in GFT will become

dominant. In such region we can ignore the contributions from other terms and only keep

interactions in the equation of motion (2.4). Furthermore, we have seen that in such a

region only a single mode dominates [1], and we can use the relation (2.6) between Hubble

parameter H and the ratio V 0
/V. Therefore, in the asymptotic de Sitter regime we obtain

H
2 =

8

9
Q

2
1

✓
��1

6V
2
1

◆
=

1

3


4Q

2
1

3V
2
1

(��1)

�
. (3.12)

Comparing this equation with the ⇤CDM model at late time, we see that the cosmological

constant is determined by the microscopic parameters of GFT model [21]

⇤ =
4Q

2
1

3V
2
1

(��1). (3.13)

We would like to stress the following points of ⇤

• ⇤ is determined by the parameters of a single mode despite that two modes are

considered;

• For a non-vanishing ⇤, we see that Q1 6= 0, and hence the volume can never reach

zero, which implying a bounce [18]. Although there is no evidence that Qj ’s should

be non-vanishing [19]†, we see now the cosmological constant would provide such

a requirement that the Q1 can’t be zero and hence lead to a bounce [18], which

resolves the Big Bang singularity. In other words, besides the cosmological microwave

background (CMB), which indicates that that our universe was in a hot dense state in

the far past, we see now that the non-vanishing cosmological constant ⇤ itself would

be a remnant of the expansion history of our universe in the far past. A similar

situation also happens in the inflationary scenario [22, 23];

• ⇤ doesn’t depend on mj , hence the mass renormalization of GFT model will not

change the value of cosmological constant;

• Since V1 is the volume of a spacetime quanta, and Q1 is an integral constant from the

equation of motion, they are both remain the same under renormalization. Hence, ⇤

will strongly depend on the interaction coupling, whose renormalization will possibly

lead to a small value of cosmological constant. A detailed analysis of the renormal-

ization of coupling will leave to future work.

It’s worth emphasizing that Q1 is relevant for the late as well as early time evolution.

On the one hand, Q1 can’t be too large, otherwise we will have a large cosmological constant

† Cf equation (75) in [19].

– 7 –

• value of cosmological constant linked to value of critical density at quantum bounce 

(both depending on volume eigenvalue of dominant mode and state-dependent constant)
DO, X. Pang,  to appear
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• QG-produced early-time acceleration possible M. De Cesare, A. Pithis, M. Sakellariadou, '17; 
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• intermediate times: large volume - QG interactions still subdominant

of isotropic GFT quanta) it is necessary to identify m2
j = 3⇡G for all j. For these val-

ues of mj, the GFT condensate dynamics reproduce the classical Friedmann equations of
general relativity. (As an aside, note that while it may be possible, at a specific relational
instant �o, to choose a di↵erent set of values for mj that also gives the correct limit,
this identification will not be preserved by the dynamics and hence the correct classical
Friedmann equations would in this case only be recovered in a small neighbourhood of
relational time around �o.)

The condition that m2
j = 3⇡G is a requirement on the form of the terms Aj and Bj that

are determined by the GFT action: if Bj/Aj 6= 3⇡G for some j, then it follows that the
correct Friedmann equations are not recovered in the classical limit. Note also that this
should be understood as a definition of G which arises as a hydrodynamic parameter and it
is thus a function of the microscopic GFT parameters, and not as an interpretation of the
microscopic parameters. This is an important conceptual point since this identification
has no reason to be valid in a generic regime of the dynamics (e.g., for non-condensate
GFT states) and may be di↵erent in other settings.

So, if all m2
j = 3⇡G, then the generalised Friedmann equations of the GFT condensate

become, in the classical limit,
✓
V 0

V

◆2

=
V 00

V
= 12⇡G, (81)

which are exactly the Friedmann equations of general relativity for a spatially flat FLRW
space-time with a massless scalar field �, used as a relational time (see Appendix A 1 for
details).

The solution to these equations of motion is the standard one of classical general
relativity,

V = Voe
±
p
12⇡G�, (82)

as expected, with the sign in the exponent depending on whether the universe is expanding
or contracting, and Vo depending on the initial conditions.

D. Single Spin Condensates

The other case where the equations of motion for V (�) can be solved exactly, and
for generic initial conditions, is when only one ⇢j is non-zero, which corresponds to a
condensate wave function that is very sharply (infinitely) peaked in j,

�j(�) = 0, for all j 6= jo. (83)

Then the sum over j in all of the expressions trivializes and an exact solution can be
found which includes quantum corrections.
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~ classical Friedmann dynamics in GR 
(wrt relational clock, with effective 
Newton constant) - flat FRW

(here written neglecting matter contribution)

• very early times: very small volume - QG interactions subdominant

for large class of states:

These e↵ective Friedmann equations for the GFT condensate include the correct classical
limit (i.e., they reproduce the standard Friedmann equations of general relativity, justi-
fying their name), as shall be shown in Sec. VC, as well as some quantum corrections
coming from the microscopic GFT theory. Interestingly, some of these corrections have
a clear geometric meaning, which shall be discussed shortly. From these equations, it is
possible to solve for the dynamics of the total volume, given some initial state �j(�o) at
an initial time �o.

An important point here is that, for the energy density of the massless scalar field,
which is defined in terms of the expectation values of scalar field momentum and volume
operators as

⇢ =
⇡2
�

2V 2
=

~2(
P

j Qj)2

2(
P

j Vj⇢2j)
2
, (78)

to be non-zero, at least one of the Qj must be non-zero6. The condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is necessary for the relational dynamics to be well-defined, and also
to ensure that the homogeneous and isotropic space-time is an FLRW space-time, not the
vacuum Minkowski space-time.

This restriction has important consequences. Obviously, the condition that at least one
of the Qj be non-zero is a necessary (although not su�cient) condition for the existence
of solutions with a good cosmological interpretation, and also for the consistency of the
relational description in the first place. On the other hand, this is not in itself a necessary
condition for the mathematical consistency of the condensate dynamics. This means that
there may be solutions which do not satisfy this condition, but are still mathematically
well-defined and within the regime of validity of the condensate hydrodynamics we are
studying. Therefore, this is an additional requirement beyond the assumptions for a
condensate which is necessary for the condensate state to be interpreted as a cosmological
space-time.

An open question is whether setting all Qj = 0 (but still having large ⇢j) gives
Minkowski space, in which case the condensate state would correspond to a large space-
time although there would be no relational dynamics. We comment further on the vacuum
limit in Sec. VI.

Requiring that the energy density of the massless scalar field be non-vanishing has a
very important consequence: since at least one Qj must be non-zero to have a solution
that can be interpreted as a cosmological space-time, it follows from (72) that at least
one ⇢j will always remain greater than zero. In turn, since V =

P
j Vj⇢2j , it follows that

V will always remain non-zero. Therefore, we find that for all cosmological solutions, the
volume will never become zero.

6 The energy density of the massless scalar field ⇢ —without an index j— is not to be confused with the

amplitude of �j(�) denoted by ⇢j , nor with the amplitude |�| of the total condensate wave function

� =
P

j �j .
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remains positive at all times
(with single turning point)

quantum bounce         
(no big bang singularity)!
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!I think this is a promising theory, 

but there is still very much to do

(i) More solid arguments that the classical limit is GR

(ii) Compute quantum corrections to Effective QFT scattering

(iii) IR renormalization?    Scaling   [Orsay group, Smerlak Bonzom]

(iv) Lorentzian structure?

(v) Open points in the definition (Edge splitting invariance?) [Bojowald Perez, Warsaw school]

(vi) Difficulties of low energy computation

(vii) Questions on the vertex expansion

(viii) Observable consequences?  Cosmology?  [Barrau, Mielczarek, Grain, Cailleteau, Ashtekar, Sloan]
DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, '16; 
L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21

effective phantom-like dark energy (of pure QG origin)

+ asymptotic De Sitter universe

order-6 interactions
2 modes

• "phenomenological" approach (simplified GFT interactions):

for "emergent matter" 
component (of QG origin)

equation of state w = p /⇢ . In appendix A we show that using relational time w can be

written as

w = 3�
2V V

00

(V 0)2
, (16)

where V is the total volume where the 0 indicates the derivative respect to relational time

�. As an illustration, we consider the single mode case, in which

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4 +

�
1� 4

n

�
�⇢

n+2 +
�
1� 4

n0

�
µ⇢

n0+2

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4 �
2
n�⇢

n+2 �
2
n0µ⇢

n0+2
. (17)

In the free case � = µ = 0, w is simply

w =
�3Q2 + 4E⇢

2 +m
2
⇢
4

�Q2 + 2E⇢2 +m2⇢4
.

At the bounce, the denominator vanishes, �Q
2 + 2E⇢

2 +m⇢
4 = 0, which gives the value of

⇢ at the bounce

⇢b =
1

m

qp
E2 +m2Q2 � E.

Put this back into w we see that the numerator is negative, therefore w ! �1 near the

bounce. This means that after the bounce the universe expanded with large acceleration, as

we expected. Yet we can show that this accelerating phase ends quickly, leaving only a small

number of e-folds [5]. The situation is still the same even if we consider the contributions

from all modes, as we can see in section III.

For large volume, ⇢ is large, and to the leading order w = 1 is a constant, corresponds

to the equation of state of a free massless scalar field, which we introduced as the relational

time. In fact, substituting w = 1 back into its definition (16), simple algebraic manipulation

shows that

V
00

V
�

✓
V

0

V

◆2

=
V V

00
� (V )2

V 2
=

d

d�

✓
V

0

V

◆
= 0,

hence V
0
/V = const which characterizes the FLRW equation using relational language in

the presence of a free massless field [22].

To the next order of ⇢, we can approximate w as

w = 1 +
2E

m2⇢2
. (18)
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• effective cosmological dynamics

X. Pang, DO, '21

• late times: as universe expands, interactions become more relevant, until they drive evolution
accelerated cosmological expansion
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FIG. 3. The behaviour of w in the two modes case, where both modes have only one interaction

term. Blue solid line shows the case where �11 < �21, while for red dashed line we have �11 =

�21. Black dotted lines show w = 1 and the phantom divide w = �1. Parameters are same as in

figure 1 with additional ones are �1 = �10�8
, µ1 = 0, µ2 = 0, n1 = n2 = 6 and �2 = �9.5⇥ 10�8

for �11 < �21, �2 = �9.5725⇥ 10�8 for �11 = �21.

One may then worry about whether this e↵ective phantom energy, like in many field

theoretic models, leads to a Big Rip singularity at later times also in our model. We will

discuss this issue in the next section, showing that the e↵ective energy density ⇢ , defined

from the equation of state w, remains bounded in our model, tending towards to a finite

value at asymptotically large volumes. To see this, we need some further approximation for

the equation of state w, which we anticipate here.

Since �11 < �21, and for large volume we have � ! �11, we see that ⇢2 is nearly a

constant given by ⇢2(�11). Using the solution (43), we get

⇢2(�11) =

 
1

2

r
��2

3

!� 1
2

1

(�21 � �11)
1
2

.

Furthermore, when � ! �11 the first mode ⇢1 would be much larger than ⇢2, hence in

computing the total volume we can ignore ⇢2 and let V = V1⇢21. Inserting this approximate

expression back in the expression for w, we get

w = �1�
b

V
, (47)

where b = 4V2⇢2(�11) is a constant. Notice again that b > 0, thus we have w < �1, and

the phantom divide w = �1 is being crossed.
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X. Pang, DO, '21

3.2 Explicit form of cosmological constant

Other than estimating the position of phantom crossing, our GFT model also allows

us to identify the cosmological constant using microscope parameters in GFT. In fact, note

that long after the phantom crossing, we will enter the de Sitter regime asymptotically, at

which the volume of the universe is very large, the interaction term in GFT will become

dominant. In such region we can ignore the contributions from other terms and only keep

interactions in the equation of motion (2.4). Furthermore, we have seen that in such a

region only a single mode dominates [1], and we can use the relation (2.6) between Hubble

parameter H and the ratio V 0
/V. Therefore, in the asymptotic de Sitter regime we obtain

H
2 =

8

9
Q

2
1

✓
��1

6V
2
1

◆
=

1

3


4Q

2
1

3V
2
1

(��1)

�
. (3.12)

Comparing this equation with the ⇤CDM model at late time, we see that the cosmological

constant is determined by the microscopic parameters of GFT model [21]

⇤ =
4Q

2
1

3V
2
1

(��1). (3.13)

We would like to stress the following points of ⇤

• ⇤ is determined by the parameters of a single mode despite that two modes are

considered;

• For a non-vanishing ⇤, we see that Q1 6= 0, and hence the volume can never reach

zero, which implying a bounce [18]. Although there is no evidence that Qj ’s should

be non-vanishing [19]†, we see now the cosmological constant would provide such

a requirement that the Q1 can’t be zero and hence lead to a bounce [18], which

resolves the Big Bang singularity. In other words, besides the cosmological microwave

background (CMB), which indicates that that our universe was in a hot dense state in

the far past, we see now that the non-vanishing cosmological constant ⇤ itself would

be a remnant of the expansion history of our universe in the far past. A similar

situation also happens in the inflationary scenario [22, 23];

• ⇤ doesn’t depend on mj , hence the mass renormalization of GFT model will not

change the value of cosmological constant;

• Since V1 is the volume of a spacetime quanta, and Q1 is an integral constant from the

equation of motion, they are both remain the same under renormalization. Hence, ⇤

will strongly depend on the interaction coupling, whose renormalization will possibly

lead to a small value of cosmological constant. A detailed analysis of the renormal-

ization of coupling will leave to future work.

It’s worth emphasizing that Q1 is relevant for the late as well as early time evolution.

On the one hand, Q1 can’t be too large, otherwise we will have a large cosmological constant

† Cf equation (75) in [19].

– 7 –

• value of cosmological constant linked to value of critical density at quantum bounce 

(both depending on volume eigenvalue of dominant mode and state-dependent constant)
DO, X. Pang,  to appear



• cosmological perturbations


• other approaches to cosmological perturbations


• reduction to LQC (as special sector of GFT cosmology)


• anisotropies


• thermal fluctuations (of QG observables) during cosmological evolution

F. Gerhardt, DO, E. Wilson-Ewing, ‘18S. Gielen, DO, ‘17 S. Gielen, '18

A. Pithis, M. Sakellariadou, ’16; M. De Cesare, DO, A. Pithis, M. Sakellariadou, ‘17; A. Calcinari, S. Gielen, '22; Y. Wang, DO, in prog

• requires extension of GFT formalism to thermal states - 
concrete proposal for covariant quantum statistical mechanics I. Kotecha, '20; I. Kotecha, DO, '18; 

G. Chirco, I. Kotecha, DO, '18

M. Assanioussi, I. Kotecha, '19,'20

• localization fully relational, analysis still in mean field approx.


• dynamics of cosmological perturbations 


• cosmological perturbations in GFT models including timelike tetrahedra


• effective field theory for scalar matter (QG signatures?)

L. Marchetti, DO, '21

A. Jercher, L. Marchetti, A. Pithis, to appear

R. Dekhil, S. Liberati, DO, to appear

• cosmological dynamics from generalised (squeezed) GFT states


• analysis of quantum fluctuations of observables during cosmic evolution


• many free scalar fields


• ........

S. Gielen, A. Polaczek, '19

S. Gielen, A. Polaczek, '19; L. Marchetti, DO, '21

S. Gielen, A. Polaczek, '20

DO, L. Sindoni, E. Wilson-Ewing, '16; S. Gielen, '17;  
L. Marchetti, DO, '20, '21; G. Calcagni, .......

many other resultsGFT cosmology

• GFT (deparametrized) quantization wrt scalar field clock

• relation between "frozen" and deparametrized formalism

E. Wilson-Ewing, '18; S. Gielen, A. Polaczek, E. Wilson-Ewing, '19

S. Gielen, '21

see talk by L. Marchetti



• modern discrete version of 3rd quantization formalism for QG, incorporating topology change, exist


• tensorial group field theory as combinatorial generalization and quantum geometric enrichment of 2d matrix models


• candidate definition of simplicial gravity path integrals, including their continuum limit


• candidate definition of spin foam models, including their continuum limit


• can be controlled (sum over topologies, renormalizability, etc) - level of control depends on complexity of model


• continuum cosmological dynamics can be extracted from their (mean field) hydrodynamics


• emergent cosmological dynamics shows quantum bounce (and late-time acceleration)

Main messages



Thank you for your attention


